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PREAMBLE 
THIS AGREEMENT, made this first day of 
July, 2003, by and between the BOARD OF EDUCA- 
TION OF THE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE 
CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK, hereinaf- 
ter called the Board, party of the first part, and the Ni- 
agara Falls School Systems Unit, 7696, Local 872, of 
the Civil Service Employees Association, Local 1000 
AFSCME AFL-CIO hereinafter called CSEA, party of 
the second part, WITNESSETH: 
WHEREAS the Board has recognized CSEA 
as the sole and exclusive representative of its employ- 
ees within the negotiating unit hereinafter described 
for the purposes of collective negotiations and admini- 
stration of grievances as hereinafter provided and has 
extended to CSEA the rights incident to such recogni- 
tion as provided by Article 14 of the Civil Service 
Law, and 
WHEREAS the parties declare that their mu- 
tual aim is to promote harmonious and cooperative 
relationships between the Board and its said employ- 
ees, and 
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WHEREAS the parties have mutually negotiated in 
good faith in the determination of the terms and conditions of 
employment of said employees and the administration of 
grievances arising thereunder and have reached agreement 
thereon and desire to reduce such agreement in writing, 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the prem- 
ises and of the mutual agreements and covenants hereinafter 
set forth, the parties do hereby mutually agree to the follow- 
ing articles. 
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ARTICLE I 
I!L%mm 
It is the intent of the parties to set forth herein the 
basic agreement covering terms and conditions of employ- 
ment as defined in the Public Employees Fair Employment 
Act of 1967 and the administration of grievances between 
the parties hereto during the life of this contract. 
The positions covered in this contract are essential 
to the efficient operation of the School District. It is impor- 
tant that people in these roles recognize their work responsi- 
bility and smve to add dignity and self respect to their posi- 
tions. 
ARTICLE I1 
THE BOARD CSEA RELATIONSHIP 
RECOC,NITION 
The Civil Service Employees Association, Inc., 
Local 1000 AFSCME, AFL-CIO, hereinafter referred to as 
CSEA, is hereby recognized as the sole and exclusive bar- 
gaining agent for the negotiating unit consisting of all Board 
approved cafeteria employees and Board approved employ- 
ees of the non-instructional salary schedule of the Board for 
the purpose of collective bargaining with respect to terms 
and conditions of employment, with the exception of the fol- 
lowing positions and employees which are excluded from 
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said negotiating unit: Personnel Manager; Student Services 
Manager; Director of Information Services; Director of Fi- 
nancial Services; Food Service Administrator, Assistant Ad- 
ministrator Operations & Maintenance; Purchasing Agent; 
Supervisor - Operations & Maintenance. 
Release time with pay for CSEA representatives to 
participate in contract negotiations shall be granted for alter- 
nate negotiating sessions only; intervening sessions shall be 
scheduled during off duty hours. The CSEA bargaining team 
shall be limited to five (5) members, excluding the president. 
One additional member of the Union may be called for spe- 
cific contract clauses. There shall be no more than one em- 
ployee participating from each non-instructional department. 
Negotiations will be scheduled on an alternating 
basis, such as: one meeting during working hours and the 
next meeting after 4:00 p.m. 
This Agreement supplements Board Policy for the 
tern of said Agreement, and the Board and CSEA shall carry 
out the commitments contained herein and give them full 
force and effect as Board Policy. The Board shall amend its 
personnel policies and take such other action as may be nec- 
essary in order to give full force and effect to the provisions 
of this Agreement. Present Board policies and administra- 
tive orders shall remain in effect where not superseded by 
this Agreement. 
If any provision of this Agreement or any applica- 
tion of the Agreement to any employee or group of employ- 
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ees shall be found contrary to law, then such provision or 
application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting, except 
to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or ap- 
plications shall continue in I 1 1  force and effect. 
OF I)IIES 
The Employer shall deduct and remit to the Civil 
Service Employees Association, 143 Washington Avenue, 
Albany, NY 12210 or its designated agent on a bi-weekly 
basis, regular membership dues and other authorized deduc- 
tions for those employees who have signed the appropriate 
payroll deduction authorization cards permitting such deduc- 
tion(~). The Employer agrees to deduct and remit such mon- 
ies exclusively for the CSEA as the recognized exclusive ne- 
gotiating agent for employees in the Unit and shall not ex- 
tend this privilege to any other labor union or organization. 
There shall be an agency shop fee, effective January 
1,1982 and for the duration of this Agreement, subject to all 
terms and conditions of applicable law. The agency shop fee 
shall remain negotiable unless the negotiabili~, of such fee 
under New York State Law is no longer authorized, where- 
upon such fee shall be discontinued and deleted ftom this 
agreement. 
The employer agrees to deduct from the wages of 
any employee who is a member of the union a PEOPLE de- 
duction as provided for in a written authorization. Such au- 
thorization must be executed by the employee and may be 
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revoked by the employee at any time giving written notice to 
both the employer and the union. The employer agrees to 
remit any deductions made pursuant to this provision 
promptly to the union together with an itemized statement 
showing the name of each employee from whose pay such 
deductions have been made and the amount deducted during 
the period covered by the remittance. 
The Board of Education shall not interfere with, dis- 
criminate against, restrain, or coerce employees because of 
membership in or lawful activity of the CSEA. 
The Board agrees to continue its policy of not dis- 
criminating against any employee on the basis of race, color, 
creed, age, national origin, sex, marital status, or member- 
ship or participation or non-membership or non- 
participation, in any employee organization or its activities. 
CONTRACT 
A. Recognition of the CSEA as the sole and exclu- 
sive representative of the negotiating unit of non- 
instructional employees described in Section 2.10 of this 
Agreement shall continue in effect for the maximum period 
permitted by the Public Employees Fair Employment Act, 
Article 14 of the Civil Service Law, and the rules of the New 
York State Public Employment Relations Board. 
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B. This Agreement shall become effective July 1, 
2003 and shall continue in effect for three (3) years until 
midnight June 30,2006, and shall remain in effect thereafter 
for successive periods of one (1) year, except that in (but not 
before) the year 2006 or any year thereafter, the Board of 
Education or the CSEA may present written notification no 
later then March 3rd or not less than 120 days prior to July 
1st in such year of an intent to re-negotiate any of the contract 
provisions and/or the wage schedule. Such negotiations shall 
commence no later than March 22nd or not less than 100 
days prior to July 1st in each year. 
Section P
Any willful violation or disregard of any provisions 
of this agreement on the part of any employee of the Board 
of Education, including but not limited to employees within 
the CSEA negotiating unit as defined in Section 2.10 may 
lead to punitive action by the Board of Education. 
It is agreed by and between the parties that any pro- 
vision of this agreement requiring legislative action to permit 
its implementation by amendment of law or by providing the 
additional funds therefore, shall not become effective until 
the appropriate legislative body has given approval. 
Seftion- 
A. A CSEA School Unit Officer shall attend all 
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Committee-of-the-Whole meetings at the Board of Educa- 
tion. 
B. On mutual agreement, the Board and CSEA rep- 
resentatives will meet as the occasion requires. 
Sectinn- 
The CSEA shall be permitted to use bulletin boards 
h i s h e d  and installed by the Board of Education. The 
CSEA and the Board of Education shall mutually agree on 
bulletin board requirements and locations in the school build- 
ings. The CSEA agrees that it shall not post nor pennit to be 
posted on such boards any material of a political or religious 
nature. 
- 
A study committee composed of Board of Educa- 
tion and CSEA representatives shall be formed to investigate 
and recommend a program for remuneration to employees 
for satisfactory completion of approved, job-related educa- 
tional courses. Such a program would be instituted upon 
mutual acceptance by the Board of Education and CSEA of 
the Committee's recommendations. 
- 
Employees are encouraged to participate in the vari- 
ous civic programs available in the community. Where pos- 
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sible and within reason, the Board of Education shall en- 
deavor to assist employees engaging in such programs. 
Employees are also encouraged to avail themselves 
of opportunities which will increase their competency in job 
skills or aid them in advancing to a higher competitive posi- 
tion. 
OPERATION 
The Board of Education and CSEA recognize the 
principle of a fair day's work for a fair day's pay. The Board 
of Education and CSEA agree to cooperate in the economical 
use of work-time, supplies, tools, and equipment. The CSEA 
also agrees to cooperate in the instruction of personnel in the 
proper use of any and all equipment supplied by the Board of 
Education. 
ARTICLE 111 
WORK PERIOD 
J u l w R A Y  
Work Day: The normal work day shall consist of 
no more than eight (8) consecutive hours of work normally 
scheduled for the position held in any twenty-four (24) hour 
period (except for certain Category #1 personnel as provided 
in Section 3.1 1). 
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limmmmx 
a. Work Week: The normal work week is herein 
defined as any starting time through the week commencing 
at 12:00 a.m. Sunday to 12:OO p.m. on the following Satur- 
day and shall be no more than forty (40) hours per week 
(except for certain Category #1 personnel as hereinafter pro- 
vided). 
Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, for those 
positions identified by the numeral "1" (Category #I person- 
nel) in Addendum A assigned to the administration build- 
ings, secondary school offices, Abate School and Niagam 
Street School, the normal work day shall be seven (7) hours, 
the specific schedule of daily work hours for each such posi- 
tion to be as established by the Board between the hours of 
8:00 a.m. and 500  p.m. 
b. An early dismissal will be granted on the last 
working day preceding the Christmas Holidays - 2 hours for 
35 to 40 houdweek employees, 1 hour for 20135 hourlweek 
employees, and 112 hour for employees working less than 20 
hours. If school is in session on the last working day before 
the Christmas Holidays, compensatory time, equivalent to 
the above early dismissal shall be granted at a later date. 
Such date shall be determined by arrangement with and upon 
the approval of the department head. 
A list of positions and their normal daily and 
weekly work hours are attached hereto and become a part of 
this contract as Addendum A. 
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P 
An employee shall report for work on his or her 
regularly scheduled shift, unless he or she is notified by the 
Board of Education not to report at least forty-eight (48) 
hours prior to the scheduled starting time. Further, the forty- 
eight (48) hour arrangement of this paragraph shall be 
waived in the event of strikes, catastrophes, failure of utili- 
ties, or acts of public enemy interfering with work being pro- 
vided. 
An employee prevented from reporting to work by 
reason of sickness or other sufficient cause shall report his or 
her absence to the Office of Human Resources at least two 
(2) hours before the start of the regularly scheduled work day 
which starts in the morning and at least four (4) hours before 
the start of the regularly scheduled work day which starts in 
the afternoon or evening. Only cleaners and porters will in- 
form the Maintenance Supervisor before returning to work 
from sick leave between seven (7) a.m. and twelve ( 12) noon 
on the day of return. Failure to do so may result in the loss 
of a day's wage if a substitute has been employed. 
Unauthorized absence from regular duties may re- 
sult in reprimand or dismissal. 
Frequent tardiness or excessive use of sick leave (as 
defined in 3.21 below) on the part of classified personnel 
shows a lack of stability and may lead to reprimand or dis- 
missal. 
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PROCEDIJRE 
In the event that an employee demonstrates exces- 
sive absence, (exclusive of documented) sick time as defrned 
below, the following notice and disciplinary procedure may 
be implemented. 
Step 1. Warning notice. 
Step 2. After first year of record - I day 
suspension without pay. 
Step 3. 2nd warning notice - 3 day suspension 
without pay. 
Step 4. Thirty (30) day suspension without pay. 
Step 5. More severe disciplinary action, including 
dismissal, subject to Article 75 procedures 
or arbitration, as contractually appropriate. 
Definition of excessive use: (1) use of more than 
half of the authorized amount per year for a period of at least 
two successive years; or (2) reduction of the employee's sick 
leave balance to less than half of the possible balance. If an 
employee's absence record falls within the category of ex- 
cessive absence as defined herein, the employee's non-unit 
supervisor shall, upon notice from the Administrator for Hu- 
man Resources, meet with the employee to discuss the rea- 
son for such absence. A written report of the discussion shall 
be given to the Administrator for Human Resources and the 
Union President by the supervisor. They will review the re- 
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ports before action is taken. 
- 
Regular shift is defined as any regularly assigned 
job classification that has a definite starting and quitting time 
over a twenty-four (24) hour period, Sunday through Satur- 
day, and does not normally change from week to week. 
- 
Rotating shift is defined as any regularly assigned 
job classification that has a starting and quitting time that 
varies either from day to day, week to week, or the hour of 
starting work. 
a!mmmE 
Overtime shall be paid by the Board of Education to 
all non-instructional employees covered by this agreement 
for any work performed over eight (8) hours per day or for 
time in excess of forty (40) hours per week at the rate of one 
and one-half (1 112) times the job classification hourly rate 
unless the employee chooses to have compensatory time. 
- 
When an employee is required to work or has 
worked during a period when the school system, including 
the administration building, is closed because of an emer- 
gency, he shall receive compensatory time for the hours 
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worked if he or she so chooses. 
P 
A. Compensatory time may be accrued to a total of thirty- 
two (32) hours. 
B. Request for use of compensatory time less than eight (8) 
hours shall be granted to the employee after submitting 
in advance, a written request for time off to the depart- 
ment head. 
C. Request for use of compensatory time of eight (8) to six- 
teen (16) hours must be submitted forty-eight (48) hours 
in advance and approved by the department head. 
D. Request for use of compensatory time exceeding sixteen 
(16) consecutive hours must be submitted forty-eight 
(48) hours in advance and approved by the Administra- 
tor of School Business Services. 
- 
The Board shall, at its expense, provide a meal for 
any employee covered by this Agreement who is required to 
work at least two (2) hours overtime. Such employee shall 
be provided an additional meal at the expense of the Board 
for every four (4) hours overtime required to be worked 
thereafter. This requirement shall be deemed to be in effect 
only when the work extends beyond the first eight (8) hours 
work in any twenty-four (24) hour period. The allowance for 
each meal shall not exceed four ($4.00) dollars. 
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All overtime shall be distributed as equally as possi- 
ble within the building or department among those employ- 
ees who normally perform such work. If an employee rejects 
an offer of overtime, such hours shall be considered the 
equivalent to his share of overtime as though he had worked. 
In complying with this section, the District, through its 
agents andlor representatives, shall strive to the greatest de- 
gree possible to distribute overtime equally among employ- 
ees. There will be a posting of overtime on a monthly basis 
in all departments, by seniority. 
Overtime records shall be available for inspection at 
any time during business hours by the President of CSEA or 
hisher designee. 
An employee who, due to an emergency, is required 
to perform work during his normally scheduled lunch period 
shall be allowed an alternate and equal period of time as a 
lunch period. 
- 
An employee who is instructed to work and does 
work on a holiday shall receive premium pay consisting of 
the following: 
a) His or her holiday pay under Section 5.20. 
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b) Pay at two (2) times his or her regular hourly rate 
for hours worked up to including eight (8) hours. 
c) Pay at two and one-half (2 112) times his or her 
rebwlar hourly rate for hours worked in excess of eight hours. 
Q.mxmmL 
Whenever possible, nurses serving more than one 
( I )  school will be assigned to schools in close proximity. 
OFSCH001, 
Except in emergencies, where school buildings are 
used for school related extracurricular activities, written no- 
tice of such activities shall be given to the employees in- 
volved at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to such use. If the 
work extends beyond the eight (8) hour day, overtime will be 
paid. 
Board of Education employees who are working for 
any outside group or organization that has been granted the 
use of Board facilities and whose presence on the premises 
has been required by the Board of Education as a condition 
for the use of said facilities by the outside group or organiza- 
tion shall be paid at the rate of one and one-half (1 112) times 
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the job classification hourly rate by the outside group or or- 
ganization regardless of the type of program being presented 
or engaged in by the outside group or organization. 
-
An employee called by the Board of Education to 
perform work after he or she has left the Board of Education 
premises shall be given two (2) hours pay at the applicable 
rate of pay plus pay at the applicable rate for actual time 
worked so long as the call back is not the result of said em- 
ployee's fault or negligence. 
- 
Employees covered by this Agreement shall be paid 
at the rate of double the job classification hourly rate for any 
work performed on Sundays with the exception of work cov- 
ered by winter firing allowance. 
- 
No supervisor shall perform any work or operation 
normally performed by a regular employee which would de- 
prive any employee of hisher right to work overtime, except 
in an emergency or in the instruction of workers, or to assure 
the proper performance of work or work of an experimental 
nature, or for the proper operation of equipment, or to protect 
Board of Education property and to assure the safety of em- 
ployees. 
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ARTICLE IV 
REMUNERATION 
- 
The job classification and wage schedules as negoti- 
ated between the Board of Education and CSEA for the 
2003-2006 Agreement are attached hereto and made a part of 
this contract as Addendum B, C, and D. The wage schedule 
for 2003-2004 shall take effect on July 1,2003 and continue 
in 111 force and effect until June 30,2004. The wage sched- 
ule for 2004-2005 shall take effect on July 1,2004 and 
continue in full force and effect until June 30,2005. The 
wage schedule for 2005-2006 shall take effect on July 1, 
2005 and continue in 111 force and effect until June 30,2006 
or until a successor Agreement is reached by the Union and 
District. 
Each employee shall receive salary increases as 
specified in the salary schedules. The percentages applied to 
each schedule are as follows: 
Effective July 1,2003 4% 
Effective July 1,2004 3% 
Effective July 1,2005 2% 
The salary rate schedules are identified as 
Addendum B, C, and D for each respective year on the con- 
tract; are attached hereto and made a part of this contractual 
agreement. 
The Board has agreed to effect equal pay in each of 
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the employee's pay periods by a computation of the hourly 
rate times the actual hours worked per week. This hourly 
rate shall be used for the computation of overtime. 
Part-time personnel who work only ten (10) months 
per year and on school days only shall be paid their regular 
wages for days on which schools are closed for conferences, 
meetings, snow days, or other emergency conditions, for up 
to a maximum of five (5) such days per school year. 
The actual percentage increases for the Unit are as 
follows: 
2003-04 4% 
2004-05 3% 
2005-06 2% 
SHOPPERSON 
Repairer required to perform the duties of a 
"shopperson" on a regular basis will be paid an additional 25 
cents per hour over and above their normal rate of pay. Du- 
ties and job specifications will be determined by the Supervi- 
sor of Operations and Maintenance. 
PAYClHECJKS 
Paychecks will be issued in individual envelopes. 
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- 
The Board of Education shall allow employees to 
take advantage of the payroll deposit andor savings plans as 
offered by the local banking payroll deposit andlor savings 
plans as offered by the local banking institutions. 
-
Firing custodians covered by this Agreement will be 
paid a winter firing allowance of $850.00 over a 12 month 
period. The firing custodians will be expected to fire boilers 
whenever required beyond the normal work schedule. Over- 
time will be based on the total salary (including the firing 
allowance). 
Firing custodians and/or engineers will be allowed 
the established mileage rate for normal weekend and holiday 
boiler plant checks. 
- 
Additional compensation of 50 cents (2000-01)/ 
75 cents (2001-02)/$1.00 (2002-03) per hour will be paid to 
any employee working in a higher classification after ten 
( 10) working days have elapsed. Also, the additional 
amounts (.50/.75/$1.00 per schedule) per hour will be in- 
cluded in computing overtime pay for performance in a 
higher classification, and for holidays which may fall within 
the working period. 
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Once an employee has served in a higher classifica- 
tion and has passed the original waiting period of ten (10) 
days in that classification, no further waiting period shall be 
required should the employee again be placed temporarily in 
the same or higher classification. If the employee is placed 
temporarily in a new and different higher classification, a 
new waiting period of ten (10) days shall be required in that 
classification. 
A written recommendation by the department head 
for an employee to work in a higher classification must be 
given to the employee and forwarded to the Administrator 
for Human Resources for appropriate action. One exception 
to the above job condition is the Senior General Repairer tak- 
ing the place of the Foreman. The Senior General Repair- 
man is now compensated to assume the responsibilities of 
the Foreman on a limited time not to exceed thirty (30) 
working days during any one year. After thirty (30) working 
days, the Senior General Repairer taking the place of the Su- 
pervisor shall receive additional compensation of 50 cents 
(2000-0 l)/75 cents (200 1 -02)/$1 .OO (2002-03) per hour. 
In any such temporary vacancy as mentioned above, 
wherever possible, an employee who is absent shall be re- 
placed with a person having equal qualifications. 
In the event that such a qualified person is not available, the 
temporary appointment shall be made fiom the job classifica- 
tion immediately below the job in which the vacancy occurs. 
Such an appointment shall be for the duration of the absence 
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and not on a per diem or an alternating basis to avoid pay- 
ment of the additional compensation. Except in dire emer- 
gencies, retirees of the school system shall not be hired for 
any job other than in the lowest classification of the salary 
schedule. Present employees shall be elevated first, even in 
temporary circumstances. 
WAlYCE 
Effective January 1, 1982, employees covered by 
this Agreement shall be reimbursed at the rate of 23 cents per 
mile (or at such higher rate, if any, as shall be provided for 
instructional personnel) for driving personal vehicles on 
Board business when authorizd. Effective July 1,2000, the 
reimbursement rate is increased to 32.5 cents per mile. 
Eligibility to drive and to receive reimbursement 
shall be given in writing to all designated personnel by the 
School Business Administrator. Requests for reimbursement 
shall be made on forms provided by the Business Ofice and 
shall cover periods of not less than one (I)  nor more than 
three (3) months. 
Employees shall be responsible for providing their 
own transportation to the point of origin of their work for 
that day. If the employee does not elect to drive hisher own 
vehicle on Board business with reimbursement as above 
provided, any movement to and from the point of work shall 
be provided by the Board of Education and every effort shall 
be made to transport employees back to their point of origin 
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before the close of the working day. It is understood that no 
individual is required to drive hisher car if helshe does not 
wish to do so. 
When a private vehicle is used for duly authorized 
out-of-town trips, employees shall be reimbursed at the rates 
set forth in this section but in no instance shall the amounts 
of compensation exceed the cost of the round-trip-air-coach 
fare. Two or more persons traveling to the same destination 
by car shall do so in one vehicle with a single miIeage au- 
thorization. 
Persons driving Board vehicles shall be reimbursed 
for out-of-pocket expenses only, including highway tolls, 
provided all receipts accompany request for payment. 
The Board of Education's automobile insurance 
policy's non-ownership liability coverage protects against 
loss resulting from claims against the Board because of in- 
jury to persons or damage to property arising from the ap- 
proved use of private passenger automobiles and the ap- 
proved occasional use by an employee of commercial cars in 
the Board's business. 
In addition to the payment of damage up to the 
Board's policy limits, the Board's insuring agent shall inves- 
tigate claims, provide defense, and pay litigation costs. 
The Board's non-ownership coverage is applicable 
only for those damages in excess of any other valid and col- 
lectible insurance carried by the employee on his or her 
private car. 
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In approved driving of Board of Education cars, the 
employee shall be covered for damages to the fill extent of 
the liability coverage of the Board of Education policy. 
- 
From July 1, 1994 to June 30, 1995, the Niagara 
Falls Board of Education shall provide $6,000 for payment 
of each fimily plan and $2,905 for each single plan based on 
member eligibility for the coverage specified below in (a), 
(b), (c), ( a ,  (e), (f), and (g): 
a) GHI hospitalization coverage with managed care 
and riders for in-patient alcohoUdrug rehabilitation and de- 
pendents to age 25, 365 day hospital stay and ambulance 
coverage. 
b) GHI Comprehensive Benefits Plan (CBP) which 
shall include but not be limited to the following benefits: 
1) Family Doctor coverage for Home and 
Office Visits; 
2) Out of Hospital Psychiatric Care with a 
forty ($40) dollar payment per visit; 
$1,000 maximum per year; 
3) Prescription (Drugs) with a $3.00 
co-pay. 
4) CBP Vision Care Rider; 
5) Dependent Children to Age 25 rider; 
c) GHI Extended Medical with $50 per person/$100 
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maximum per family per year deductible, 80120 co-insurance 
on fust $2,000 charges, then 100% paid up to one million 
($1,000,000) dollars life-time maximum per individual 
(URC). 
d) Each employee shall have the opportunity to "opt 
out" of the Board-provided health coverage provided he or 
she has the equivalent coverage through another source and 
can so prove, and shall receive in lieu thereof a rebate 
equivalent to half the existing premium for such coverage, 
payable in the amount of one twenty-sixth of said half of 
premium per pay period, or in a lump sum at the end of the 
fiscal year. Re-entry is possible only in the event that the in- 
dividual can show that coverage is lost through no fault of 
their own. Effective July 1, 1995, o p t ~ u t  shall become part 
of the Cafeteria Plan. 
e) The Board of Education shall also assume the 
cost of a dental program as provided by the Group Health 
Insurance Corporation. If the employee is employed under 
twenty (20) hours per week, one half (112) of the cost will be 
paid by the Board. However, any employee who is covered 
under a spouse's contract by insurance provided in this or 
any other section of this Agreement may apply to the Board 
of Education for single coverage only. The dental plan will 
be upgraded to GHI's ''Spectrum" effective July 1, 199 1. 
Effective July 1, 1995 the dental option shall become part of 
the Cafeteria Plan. 
f) If any employee is employed under twenty (20) 
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hours per week, one-half (112) of the benefit dollars will be 
provided, for a single or family plan. The remainder to be 
paid by the employee if he or she so chooses. 
g) Any surplus after payment of premiums will be 
set aside to cover future premium increase. 
- 
Effective July 1, 1995, the GHI Cafeteria Plan will 
be implemented. (See plan description below). Premium 
increases incurred in excess of the original base benefit 
dolIars shall be shared equally between the Board of Educa- 
tion and the CSEA Bargaining Unit based upon the 
experience rate set by GHI for the Board of Education group. 
Employee contributions over and above allowed benefit dol- 
lars may be paid through flexible spending accounts handled 
through payroll deductions. 
- 
1. 
The same as that described in Section 4.50 
LHQ@id3 (as described by GHI) 
Hospitalization 
Medical/Surgical 
Family Doctor Visits $3 
Extended Benefit (out of network) $250 individual/ 
$500 family deductible 
Prescription $7.00 co-pay 
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Chiropractic $3 per visit, up to 8 
Routine Vision Care 
Dependents to age 25 
fZKQ@bX (as described by GHI) 
Hospitalization Doctor's Care $10 per visit 
MedicalISurgical 
Emergency Care $25 per visit 
MedicalISurgical 
Prescription co-pay $10.00/$20.00/$30.00 
Chiropractic $5 per visit, up to 8 
Dependents to age 25 
Extended benefit (out of network) $250 individual 
$500 family deductible 
f W Q p t k R  (as described by GH1) 
Hospitalization 
Medical/Surgical 
Family Doctor Visits 
$15.00 Co-Pay 
Prescription co-pay $10.00/$20.00/$30.00 
Dependents to age 25 
No extended 
(out of network) 
11. Dental Coverage 
A. GHI Preferred Plan 
B. GHI Spectrum Plan 
C. Once one selects dental coverage, it may 
not be dropped. One must continue coverage for as 
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long as one carries health benefits. 
111. Group Term Life Insurance 
Options available in the following denominations of 
Group Term Life: 
A. $10,000 F. $60,000 
B. $20,000 G. $70,000 
C. $30,000 H. $80,000 
D. $40,000 I. $90,000 
E. $50,000 J. $100,000 
IV. Flexible Spending Accounts 
A. Medical Care Spending Account 
I. Reimbursement for allowable medical expenses 
2. No limit on the amount of benefit dollars or 
personal contribution by payroll deduction. 
B. Dependent Care Spending Account 
1. Reimbursement for allowable expenses 
incurred for the care of a dependent. 
2. $5,000 maximum per fsmily. 
V. Opt-out 
A. If one chooses coverage, 50% of remaining 
benefit dollars are paid to the employee, or money may be 
put into Flexible Account. 
B. If one does not choose coverage, and can show 
coverage fiom other sources, 50% of the benefit dollars are 
paid to the employee or the amount may be placed into the 
Flexible Spending Account. 
C. If one does not choose coverage and can show 
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coverage fiom other sources. and decides not to opt out, all 
or part of benefit dollars may be put into the Flexible Ac- 
count with any remaining portion subject to 50% opt out. 
D. Flexible dollars left over are returned to the 
Board of Education. 
- 
Insurance and hospitalization will be paid to an em- 
ployee on medical leave of absence if the employee has three 
(3) or more years of service by the date on which the leave is 
to commence. Payment will continue for a period of up to 
two (2) years. 
ENROLLMENT 
A new employee must join the plan within three (3) 
months; if helshe does not, helshe must wait until the next 
anniversary of July 1. 
The Board of Education shall assume the full cost of 
Group Health Insurance coverage and Major Medical as set 
forth in Section 4.50 for each employee in the negotiating 
unit covered by this agreement lawhlly retiring in the future 
provided that such employee has completed a minimum of 
twenty (20) years of service in the employ of this school dis- 
trict and retires at the age of 55 or over. The coverage so 
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provided shall be the same type that the employee would 
have had if hdshe had continued employment. When the 
retiree reaches hisher sixty-fifth (65th) birthday and quali- 
fies for Medicare under the Social Security Program, the type 
of Group Health Insurance and Major Medical coverage shall 
be changed to cover hisher new circumstances. 
In the event of a disability retirement, pursuant to 
the New York State Retirement and Social Security Law, the 
above age and service requirements will be waived and cov- 
erage will be provided if the employee has completed a mini- 
mum of five (5) years of service in the employ of this school 
district. 
- 
The Board of Education shall, at its expense, pro- 
vide each employee covered by this agreement with a group 
life insurance policy in the amount of $20,000 with provision 
for double indemnity. Effective July 1, 1995 life insurance 
benefit shall become part of the Cafeteria Plan. 
-
Each employee shall have the opportunity, through 
payroll deduction, to supplement existing Board-provided 
life insurance. If the carrier is changed to CSEA 
administration, the employee shall have the opportunity to 
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purchase all or any portion of this life insurance coverage on 
a self-paying basis at the prevailing group rate. Premium 
payments shall be made to the Board. In any event, all 
Board-provided life insurance for any employee shall tenni- 
nate upon retirement of the employee. 
- 
lRETlRED- 
A. At the time of retirement, employees shall have 
the opportunity to continue insurance coverage in the Board 
group at the rate established by the insurance company on a 
self-pay basis. 
B. The maximum insurance available to the retirees 
(currently $10,000) shall also depend upon conditions estab- 
lished by the insurance carrier. 
C. Payments shall be made directly to the Board of 
Education on a quarterly basis. 
D. Any default of payment shall result in cancella- 
tion of the insurance. 
The Board shall allow employees the opportunity to 
use payroll deduction for payment of additional life insur- 
ance or disability or auto insurance or home insurance as 
provided by and coordinated by the vendor selected so long 
as it is facilitated by the vendor with CSEA. This means that 
the District would submit payments in accordance with pre- 
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vailing policies along with dues deduction to CSEA. Dis- 
bursement to the insurance companies is accomplished 
through the insurance agency engaged by CSEA. 
PROTECrrlON 
A. An employee suffering injury or incuning dam- 
age to personal property in the performance of his duties, 
shall be covered and protected by the Board to the 
following extent: 
1) Injured employees would first use all 
available personal illness days. When all personal illness 
days have been exhausted, the employee would then go on 
direct compensation payments. Personal business days may 
be used at the request of the employee but will not be reim- 
bursed. At this time, their daily rate of pay would be multi- 
plied by 50 (days) and converted to a lump sum amount. 
This lump sum would be used to compensate the employee 
with the difference between their normal daily rate and the 
amount received from direct compensation. When the lump 
sum has been exhausted, the employee would then receive 
payments from compensation as normal until returning to 
work. 
2) The cost of medical surgical, or hospital 
services (less the amount of any insurance reimbursement) 
incurred as the result of such injuries. 
3) Reasonable cost of replacing or repair- 
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ing dentures, eyeglasses, hearing aids or similar bodily ap- 
purtenances not covered by workmen's compensation which 
are damaged, destroyed, or lost under conditions described in 
Paragraph A of this article. 
4) Upon submission to the Superintendent 
of adequate proof of the existence of, and damage to, per- 
sonal property which is not protected by reimbursement from 
other sources such as insurance, the Board of Education will 
indemnify employees to a maximum loss of $500. Such 
coverage excludes personal property lost or misplaced by the 
employee or damaged as a result of the employee's neglect. 
Damage to personal property must have occurred in the dis- 
charge of the employee's duties. 
B. 1) Employees shall immediately report all 
cases of assault suffered by them in connection with their 
employment to their immediate supervisor in writing. 
2) A report shall be forwarded to the Su- 
perintendent who shall comply with any reasonable request 
from the employee for information in hisher possession re- 
lating to the incident or the persons involved. 
C. Written notice of injury or damage to personal 
property incurred in performance of an employee's duties 
shall be filed with the superintendent within ten (10) days 
after the alleged incident if the employee intends to make 
claim to the Board under the provisions of this article. 
D. 1) The Board of Education will save harm- 
less and protect all employees fiom financial loss arising out 
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of any claim, demand, suit, or judgment by reason of alleged 
negligence or other act resulting in accidental bodily injury 
to any person, or accidental damage to the property of any 
person, to the extent and in the manner and subject to the 
conditions, provided by Section 3023 of the Education Law 
as the same may hereafter be amended. 
2) The Board of Education will further pro- 
vide an attorney or attorneys for, and pay such attorney's 
fees and expenses necessarily incurred, in the defense of an 
employee in any civil or criminal action or proceeding aris- 
ing out of disciplinary action taken against any pupil of the 
school district to the extent and in the manner, and subject to 
the conditions provided by Section 3028 of the Education 
Law as the same may hereafter be amended. 
3) Any papers served on a non- 
instructional employee must be filed with the Board of Edu- 
cation within ten (10) days after they have been received. 
E. 1) If any Workmen's Compensation pay- 
ments are made to the employee during the time the em- 
ployee is receiving full pay under paragraph A of this article, 
such compensation payments shall be reimbursed to the 
Board. 
2) Compensation payments received by the 
Board of Education are used to restore proportionate sick 
leave credit to the employees. 
3) At the expiration of all sick leave credit, 
compensation payments shall be paid directly to the claim- 
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ant. 
- 
Any employee who is promoted to a title in a higher 
grade shall receive at least the value of one (1) step in the 
salary classification from which the employee is being 
moved prior to hisher placement on the salary or hourly rate 
step of the grade assigned to the title to which he/she is being 
promoted. 
The employee shall be placed on the step in the new 
classification grade which is nearest hislher adjusted salary 
or hourly rate without experiencing a loss in that adjusted 
salary or hourly rate. 
ARTICLE V 
VACATIONS, HOLIDAYS AND LEAVES 
YAfxmmS 
Vacations will be scheduled in advance for such 
times during the year as the school administration finds most 
suitable. The wishes of the employees and the eficient op- 
eration of the unit concerned shall be taken into considera- 
tion. The purpose of the plan is to provide annual vacations 
with pay for all non-instructional employees. 
YF- 
A. Employees covered by this Agreement shall re- 
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ceive vacation based on the number of years of continuous 
service, according to the following schedule: 
Two (2) years of service ................... 10 days 
Five (5) years of service. .................. 15 days 
Ten (10) years of service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .20 days 
Fifteen ( 15) years of service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .25 days 
Twenty (20) years of service. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .30  days 
B. For the purpose of determining eligibility for va- 
cations, the commencement of the fiscal year, July lst, will 
be considered as the anniversary date of all non-instructional 
employees covered by this Agreement with the exception of 
employees in their second, fitth, tenth, fifteenth, and twenti- 
eth years of service as described in Paragraph A of this sec- 
tion. 
C. Each employee who has accumulated sufficient 
service as defined in Paragraph A of this section by July of 
any year shall be entitled to that amount of vacation during 
the subsequent year beginning July 1 and ending June 30. 
D. For new employees who commence their service 
before July 1 of any fiscal year, a pro-rata allowance for va- 
cation eligibility shall be determined as follows: 
Less than one month service ................ 0 days 
Two to three months service ................ 1 day 
Four to six months service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 days 
Seven to nine months service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 days 
Ten to eleven months service ............... 4 days 
Twelve months service .............................. 5 days 
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E. Those employees whose second, fifth, tenth, fif- 
teenth, and twentieth anniversaries fall after July 1st shall be 
entitled to receive the additional week of vacation to which 
their attained service entitles them but the additional week 
shall be taken only after the actual anniversary date of their 
employment. 
F. If a holiday falls within the employee's regularly 
scheduled vacation period and the holiday is one that has 
been designated on the School Calendar, helshe shall be 
granted equivalent additional vacation for the holiday. 
G. Only actual time on the payroll shall be consid- 
ered in computing length of service. 
A. Vacations shall be scheduled in advance with the 
department head for any time of the year. All individual em- 
ployee vacation requests shall be returned to the employee, 
noted as approved or disapproved, and signed by the depart- 
ment head: if disapproved, the reason will be indicated. 
B. In an emergency or in case of disability occur- 
ring to a planned vacation, a new vacation period may be re- 
scheduled for a later date when approved by the department 
head. If such a disability occurs during an employee's vaca- 
tion any remaining 1 1 1  week of vacation may be re- 
scheduled with the approval of the department head. 
C. Vacations must be scheduled in such a manner 
that the job will be covered. 
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Ja4xlmm 
A. Vacations shall be taken for at least one week - 
single days shall not be allowed unless approved by the 
School Business Administrator. 
B. Extra pay in lieu of a vacation shall not be al- 
lowed. 
C. Advance pay for vacation shall be @anted to 
those employees who submit written request for such ad- 
vancement at least two (2) weeks prior to the actual starting 
date of their vacation. Such advance vacation pay must be 
for a period of not less than three (3) weeks. Written request 
must be submitted to Administrator for Human Resources. 
D. In special cases such as but not limited to family 
illness, planning for extended vacation and with approval of 
the School Business Administrator, employees shall be al- 
lowed to accumulate vacation time for a period of one (1) 
year up to a maximum of three (3) weeks. No such request 
by an employee shall be unreasonably denied. 
Ten-month non-instructional personnel who later 
become twelve-month employees without a break in service 
shall receive ten twelfths ( 101 12th~) credit for each year of 
service prior to becoming a twelve month or fill time em- 
ployee. This service credit is to be counted toward earned 
vacation time. 
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Employees resigning or retiring shall be paid a full 
vacation allowance depending upon their length of service in 
accordance with the schedule. 
- 
A paid holiday schedule shall be adopted on a year 
to year basis by the Board of Education after negotiations 
with the CSEA unit representatives. For the purpose of com- 
puting hours worked in a week, a paid holiday shall be con- 
sidered a day worked. 
An employee shall not be eligible for holiday pay if 
hetshe is on any type of leave of absence without pay or if 
helshe fails to work hisher last regularly scheduled work day 
prior to and hisher first regularly scheduled workday after 
such holiday unless absence was previously excused by the 
School Business Administrator or unless the employee pre- 
sents proof of the reason for the absence acceptable to the 
Board. Sixteen (16) paid holidays shall be scheduled each 
year for employees covered under this Agreement who work 
twelve (1 2) months. Employees who work a ten (1 0) month 
schedule shall be granted fourteen ( 14) holidays. 
An employee who is on vacation on any of the paid 
holidays shall receive an exba day added to hisher vacation 
for each such paid holiday falling within hisher scheduled 
vacation. 
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- 
Employees shall be entitled to two (2) days per 
month of employment of annual sick leave with full pay. 
Employees hired on or subsequent to January 1, 1985 shall 
be entitled to eighteen (1 8) sick days per year (one and a half 
days (1.5) days per month) with full pay. 
Employees shall be given an advance of their total 
annual allowance of sick leave days as of the first official 
day of employment, and on July 1 st each year thereafter. 
Any employee who takes such advance leave and terminates 
from the school system prior to having earned the leave on a 
2 days-per-month basis (one and a half days (1.5) days per 
month basis for employees hired after January 1, 1985) shall 
have deducted from his final salary check the amount equal 
to the number of days taken but not earned. All employees 
would be allowed to accrue a maximum of 300 sick days 
plus the current year's balance for retirement and terminal 
leave calculations only. (224 days plus the year's balance 
would still be the maximum number of usable personal ill- 
ness days.) 
Employees who have been employed since January 
1, 1985 and who have not used any of their eighteen (18) 
authorized days in a given school year shall be granted an 
addition of four (4) sick leave days to their accumulated un- 
used leave balance as of the end of that school year. 
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EXCUSES 
Upon returning after an absence, each employee 
shall be responsible for presenting a written excuse for his/ 
her absence, stating exact dates and definite reason. Existing 
administrative procedures shall be followed for the submis- 
sion of excuses. 
A medical certificate shall be fiunished in connec- 
tion with any absence because of illness upon request of the 
Superintendent of Schools or his delegate. When a member 
of the non-instructional staff loses time due to surgery, 
injury, or illness of ten (10) or more consecutive days, a doc- 
tor's certificate stating that the employee is able to return to 
work on a specific date must be presented by the employee 
to the School Medical Inspector prior to return to duty. 
When this certificate is approved by the School Medical In- 
spector, the employee shall file it immediately with hisher 
department head for appropriate action. 
In the event the doctor's certificate is not available 
at the time the employee is ready to return to duty, the em- 
ployee's doctor may call the School Medical Inspector au- 
thorizing the employee's return to duty, but the doctor's writ- 
ten authorization must be received within thee (3) days. 
VES OF AJWDKE 
Each year employees shall be entitled to the follow- 
ing temporary leaves of absence with pay and without deduc- 
tion from accumulated annual leave except where specifi- 
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cally excluded: 
A. Personai: 
Two (2) days of leave each year for personal busi- 
ness, household, legal, or matters other than sickness, which 
cannot be otherwise conducted outside work hours, shall be 
granted upon forty-eight (48) hours written notice to the divi- 
sion administrator. Employees hired before January 1, 1985 
shall receive an additional two (2) personal business days for 
a total of four (4). These days are non-cumulative except 
that if they are not used, they shall be added to the balance of 
accumulated annual leave, regardless of the amount. The 
standard leave request form must be submitted directly to the 
office of the division administrator. The employee shall be 
notified by the division administrator whether the request has 
been approved. In cases of emergency, the request may be 
made by telephone to the division administrator without the 
normal forty-eight (48) hour notice, but written requests 
must follow within seventy-two (72) hours of the date of re- 
turn from the leave. 
Personal leave may not be approved when an exces- 
sive number of applications for the same day is received. 
Personal leave shall not beallowed on any day adjacent to a 
holiday or regular vacation unless it can be shown that the 
occasion for the leave cannot possibly be transferred to an- 
other date, and the reason for the leave would ordinarily be 
acceptable. 
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Except in the above cases concerning leaves 
adjacent to a holiday or a regular vacation, no reason for per- 
sonal leave need be given when requesting such leave. Mis- 
use of any personal leave may result in loss of pay. 
B. -: 
Time necessary for official voting delegates to at- 
tend the annual organization meetings of the county, State 
CSEA and the Bi-Annual meetings of AFSCME shall be 
provided as stated herein. Such request shall be submitted in 
writing to the Administrator for Human Resources by the 
unit or local President of CSEA for approval at least thirty 
(30) days prior to the meeting. Also, a total of twenty-five 
(25) CSEA days per year shall be set aside for attendance by 
CSEA representatives at meetings nther than annual organi- 
zation meetings, without loss of salary. Such request shall be 
submitted in writing to the Administrator for Human Re- 
sources by the President of CSEA for approval at least thirty 
(30) days prior to the meeting. This leave shall not affect the 
two (2) days leave authorized individual employees for per- 
sonal business. 
C. Meetings: CSEA Attendance 
When it is necessary for the President of the CSEA 
or hidher designee to engage in CSEA activities directly re- 
lating to CSEA duties as representative of the employees 
covered by this Agreement which cannot be performed other 
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than during working hours, upon approval of the Adminis- 
trator for Human Resources or hisher representative, and 
upon reasonable notice, the President of CSEA shall be given 
such time without loss of pay as is necessary to perfonn such 
duties. The CSEA and President of CSEA recognize and 
agree the privileges outlined shall not be abused. 
D. Union: 
Any employee in the bargaining unit who is elected 
as an Officer of the Region or Statewide Union, is appointed 
to serve on a Union Committee or is selected as the represen- 
tative of hisher Local to the Statewide Board of Directors 
shall be provided with time off from work without loss of 
pay or leave benefits which is necessary to carry out the re- 
sponsibilities of the ofice to which hdshe is appointed. 
CSEA agrees to reimburse the District for any employee 
elected as a region or statewide officer the employee's daily 
rate of pay for each day actually taken by the employee un- 
der this provision as well as for their benefits which the em- 
ployee is provided and which causes the Disbict to expend 
finds over and above the employee's daily rate of pay for 
those benefits (e.g. FICA and Retirement contributions). 
The extent of the Union's liability shall be limited to the 
daily cost of hisiher wages and benefits for each day the em- 
ployee actually uses the leave provided herein. 
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E .-. . 
Time necessary shall be granted for appearances in 
legal proceedings connected with the employee's employ- 
ment with the school system, for the performance ofjury 
duty or because helshe has been subpoenaed in a legal matter 
in which helshe is not personally involved. An employee 
taking such leave shall reimburse the School District for any 
fees hdshe receives as a juror witness. 
F. -: 
Each employee covered under this contract shall be 
allowed leave for up to five (5) days per year without loss of 
pay or other leave credits for the death(s) of the fsmily mem- 
bers listed in this subdivision F. If the aforementioned days 
are used by an employee during any fiscal year and another 
death(s) occurs in the same fiscal year of a family member(s) 
set forth below, the employee may use up to a maximum of 
five (5) days of accumulated sick leave for each instance of 
death of those fimily members. 
Father Mother-in-Law 
Mother Father-in-Law 
Son Grandmother 
Daughter Grandfither 
Brother Aunt 
Sister Uncle 
Husband Nephew 
Niece 
Direct Brother-in-Law 
Direct Sister-in-Law 
Direct Daughter-in-Law 
Direct Son-in-Law 
Granddaughter 
Grandson 
Wife Any member of the immediate household 
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When an employee has the responsibility for the 
care of a relative, a maximum of five (5) days per year may 
be taken from accumulated leave. In reporting leave under 
the provisions above, the employees must state the relation- 
ship of the party concerned. 
G.  -: 
Up to two (2) days for religious reasons which spe- 
cifically require absence during working hours. Those who 
are unable under any circumstances to accommodate their 
religious obligations to their work schedule shall be granted 
a third day. 
H. YQting: 
New York State Election Law Section 226 provides 
that if an employee has fewer than (4) consecutive hours of 
voting time helshe may take off so much working time as 
well, when added to hisher voting time outside hisher work- 
ing hours, to enable himher to vote, but not more than two 
(2) hours of which shall be without loss of pay provided that 
helshe shall be allowed time off for voting only at the begin- 
ning or end or hidher working shift as the employer may 
designate unless otherwise mutually agreed. 
- 
A sick leave bank (SLB) shall be implemented for 
use by employees whose accumulated sick leave has been 
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exhausted as a result of a long term catastrophic illness or 
injury. 
Review (hm&ee - A mutually representative committee 
shall be established to review and approve or disapprove re- 
quests for withdrawal from the bank, keep records of 
membership, and maintain an appropriate level of days for 
use in the bank. The Review Committee shall call upon par- 
ticipants for contributions of two (2) additional days when- 
ever the Committee, as a whole, feels a need. 
- Participants of the plan shall consist of all 
employees, regardless of their classification. New employ- 
ees shall be eligible for membership after one year and one 
day of employment 
. . Contnhutlons - An initial contribution of each eligible 
member shall be two (2) sick leave days. 
Withdrawals - Applicants may request a withdrawal from 
the Review Committee upon exhausting all leave accruals 
and upon having been absent due to a long term catastrophic 
illness for at least thirty days including the balance of their 
accumulated sick leave. Withdrawals may only be made in 
connection with a long term illness, or injury of a participant 
or in the case where a participant's accumulated sick leave 
has been exhausted as a result of long term illness or injury. 
This shall not include illness or injury of another member of 
a participant's family or time taken to assist such other fam- 
ily members. 
In the event a participant is incapacitated and unable 
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to request a withdrawal for himself, a member of the partici- 
pant's family may prepare a sick leave withdrawal request. 
Each request must be accompanied by a statement 
signed by a physician, confirming the nature of the illness 
and the anticipated duration of the disability. 
A participant shall not receive a withdrawal of more 
than thirty (30) days at one time. Additional leave requests 
may be made by a participant after the thirty (30) day grant, 
but it must be resubmitted to the Committee for review. 
The Committee has the right to disapprove a sick 
leave withdrawal request for appropriate reasons, including 
improper use of accumulated sick leave by the participant. 
A participant's membership in the SLB shall 
terminate upon the employee's termination of employment, 
and a failure to contribute to the bank as requested by the 
Committee. 
ARTICLE VI 
SAFETY AND HEALTH 
The Board of Education and CSEA will jointly con- 
tinue to promote an efficient and accident-free safety pro- 
gram beneficial to employer and employee. 
A Safety Control Board shall be established with 
three (3) members of the CSEA sewing on the Board with 
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three (3) Department Heads. 
P 
Safety inspections shall be conducted in each build- 
ing of the school plant by the Safety Control Board. 
Reports of these inspections shall be submitted to 
the Assistant Administrator Operations & Maintenance and 
the Safety Control Board. Any recommendation by the 
Safety Control Board shall be forwarded to the Board of 
Education Committee on Buildings, Grounds, and Purchas- 
ing and the Assistant Administrator for Operations and 
Maintenance. 
Any hazardous conditions shall be reported at once 
to the building principal, or CSEA president who shall 
determine the hazard and who has the power to stop work 
until the hazard has been eliminated. 
VlOLATlONS 
Any deliberate violation of safety and health regula- 
tions by any employee may lead to punitive action. 
- 
No employee of the Board of Education shall be 
required to ride anywhere on a Board vehicle except in a 
place approved for that purpose by the Safety Control board 
and shall not be requested to violate a law. 
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WE CLOTHING. 
Safety equipment shall be provided by the Board of 
Education when the use thereof is a requirement of the job. 
Determination of requirements shall be made by the Safety 
Control Board. 
The Board will provide protective clothing for jobs 
requiring such clothing. The District shall provide each cafe- 
teria employee with an initial pair of rubber gloves of the 
Board's choosing. Each employee shall receive a new pair 
of gloves as needed by turning in the worn pair of gloves to 
his or her immediate supervisor. 
No reimbursement shall be made to employees for 
loss or damage to personal clothing. 
ARTICLE VII 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
J!!mmm 
It is the purpose of this procedure to secure, at the 
lowest possible administrative level, equitable solutions to 
grievances of non-instructional employees through proce- 
dures under which they may present grievances free from 
coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination, or reprisal, 
and by which the Board and its employees are afforded ade- 
quate oppo~tunity to dispose of their differences without the 
necessity of time-consuming and costly proceedings before 
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administrative agencies andlor in the courts. 
DEFlNlTIONS 
A. fi thame shall mean any claimed violation, 
misinterpretation or inequitable application of this agreement 
or of laws, rules, procedures, regulations, administrative 
orders or work rules of the Board, which relate to or involve 
terms and conditions of employment; provided, however, 
that such terms shall not include the discharge or discipline 
of an employee where such matter is subject to a hearing 
under the Civil Service Law, and further provided that nei- 
ther the term Grievance nor this Grievance Procedure shall 
refer to, include or apply to any disciplinary procedures un- 
der the Civil Service Law. 
B. lmmeniate shall mean the person so 
designated by the Board's organization chart. 
C. shall mean any person filing a 
grievance who is represented by the negotiating unit. 
D. Grievance is the committee created 
and constituted by the CSEA to administer this procedure on 
behalf of the CSEA. 
E. h d @ d & ~ &  shall mean the Grievance 
Committee and any party named in the grievance other than 
the aggrieved party. 
F. Hearing shall mean any individual or 
board charged with the duty of rendering decisions at any 
stage on grievances hereunder. 
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G. Rags shall be calendar days, excluding Saturday, 
Sundays, and paid holidays. 
H. shall mean any individual se- 
lected by the aggrieved or designated by CSEA. 
- 
A. All grievances shall include the name and posi- 
tion of the aggrieved party, the identity of the provision of 
law, this Agreement andlor policies involved in the said 
grievance, the time when and the place where the alleged 
events or conditions constituting the grievance occurred, the 
identity of the party responsible for causing the said events 
or conditions, if known to the aggrieved party, and a general 
statement of the nature of the grievance and the redress 
sought by the aggrieved party. 
B. Except for informal decisions at Stage 1 (a), all 
decisions shall be rendered in writing at each step of the 
grievance procedure, setting forth findings of fkt,  conclu- 
sions and supporting reasons therefore. Each decision shall 
be promptly transmitted to the aggrieved party. 
C. The processing of the grievance shall be con- 
ducted at a time mutually agreed and, if held during the em- 
ployee's or the representative's scheduled hours of work, 
shall not result in loss of pay. 
D. The Board and the CSEA agree to facilitate any 
investigation which may be required and to make available 
any and all materials and relevant documents, communica- 
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tions and records concerning the alleged grievance to the ex- 
tent permitted by law and common rules as to privileged and 
confidential communications. 
E. Except as otherwise provided in Stage 1 (a) and 
(b), an aggrieved party or his or her representative shall have 
the right at all stages of a grievance to confront and cross- 
examine all witnesses to testify and to call witnesses on his 
or her own behalf, to be furnished with a copy of any official 
minutes of the proceedings made at each and every stage of 
this grievance procedure. 
F. No interference, coercion, restraint, discrimina- 
tion or reprisal of any kind shall be taken by the Board or by 
any member of the administration or the CSEA against the 
aggrieved party, any representative, any member of the 
Grievance committee or any other participant in the 
grievance procedure or any other person or reason of such 
grievance of participation therein. 
G. Forms for filing grievances, serving notices, tak- 
ing appeals, and making reports and recommendations, or 
other necessary documents shall be jointly developed by the 
Board and the CSEA. The Superintendent of Schools shall 
then have them printed and distributed to facilitate operation 
of the grievance procedure. 
H. All documents communications, and records 
dealing with the processing of a grievance shall be filed 
separately from the personnel files of the participants. 
I. Nothing contained herein shall be construed as 
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limiting the right of any employee having a grievance to dis- 
cuss the matter informally with any appropriate member of 
the administration and having the grievance informally ad- 
justed, provided the adjustment is not inconsistent with the 
terms of this Agreement and the CSEA has been given an 
opportunity to present at such adjustment and to state its 
views of the grievance. In the event that any grievance is 
adjusted without formal determination pursuant to this proce- 
dure, while such adjustment shall in all respects, be final, 
said adjustment shall not create a precedent or ruling binding 
upon either of the parties to this agreement in the future pro- 
ceedings. 
J. The Superintendent of Schools shall be responsi- 
ble for accumulating and maintaining an Official Grievance 
Record which shall consist of written grievance, all exhibits, 
transcripts, communications, official minutes andlor notes of 
testimony, as the case may be, written arguments and briefs 
considered at all levels other than Stage I (a) and all written 
decisions at all stages. Official minutes shall be kept at 
Board expense of all proceedings in Stages 2,3 and 4. A 
copy of such minutes shall be made available to the ag- 
grieved party as soon as possible but no later than five (5) 
days after the conclusion of hearings at Stages 2,3 and 4. 
The appropriate hearing officer shall be advised of any errors 
in said minutes within two (2) days thereafter. Any such 
claim of error in the minutes shall become a part of the 0%-  
cia1 Grievance Record and the hearing officer shall indicate 
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the determination made respecting such claimed error. The 
Official Grievance Record shall be made available for in- 
spection and/or copying by the aggrieved party, the Griev- 
ance Committee and Board. 
K. The existence of the procedure hereby 
established shall not be deemed to require any employee to 
pursue the remedies here provided and shall not in any 
manner, impair or limit the right of the employee to pursue 
any other remedies available in any other forms so long as 
they are not inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement. 
The aggrieved party may be represented by legal counsel at 
his or her own expense. 
nMELMm3 
A. Procedurer - The number of days indicated at 
each level below should be considered as maximums and 
every effort should be made to expedite the process. The 
time limits may be extended by mutual consent in writing by 
the authorized representatives of each party. The processing 
of any grievance involving a group or class of employees in 
more than one school or department, or broad policy ques- 
tions, may be begun by mutual consent, at the second stage. 
B. If a decision at one stage is not appealed to the 
next step of the procedure within the time limit specified, the 
grievance shall be deemed to be discontinued and further a p  
peal under this agreement shall be barred. 
C. Failure at any stage of the grievance procedure to 
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communicate a decision to the aggrieved party within the 
specified time limit shall permit the lodging of an appeal by 
the aggrieved party and the next stage of the procedure 
within the time which would have been allotted had the deci- 
sion been communicated by the final day. 
D. The right to file a grievance under this article 
shall exist only within the thirty (30) day period immediately 
following the known occurrence of the alleged violation of 
any provision of this agreement. 
STAGES 
Staeez- 
a) The party or parties in interest having a grievance 
shall discuss it with hisher immediate supervisor, either di- 
rectly or through a representative, with the objective of re- 
solving the matter informally. The immediate supervisor 
shall confer with all parties in interest, but in arriving at his/ 
her decision, shall not consider any material or statements 
without the aggrieved party having opportunity for comment 
or argument. If the employee submits the grievance through 
a representative, the employee may be present during the dis- 
cussion of the grievance. 
b) If the grievance is not resolved informally, it 
shall be reduced to writing and presented to the immediate 
supervisor. Within two (2) days after the written grievance 
is presented to himher, the immediate supervisor shall, with- 
out any fiuther consultation with the aggrieved party, render 
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a decision thereon in writing. 
Staeez- . . 
If the party or parties in interest initiating the griev- 
ance are not satisfied with the written decision at Stage 1 and 
wishes to proceed fwther under this grievance procedure, the 
employee shall, within two (2) days after having received the 
written decision, present the grievance to the Grievance 
Committee for its consideration. If the Grievance Commit- 
tee determines the grievance is meritorious and that appeal- 
ing it is in the best interest of the school system, then it shall 
file a written appeal to the division administrator, herein de- 
fined as the person shown on the organization chart. Within 
five (5) days alter the grievance is presented to himher, the 
division administrator shall render a decision thereon in writ- 
ing. 
-3:- 
a) If the party or parties in interest initiating the 
grievance are not satisfied with the written decision at Stage 
2 and wish to proceed further under this grievance procedure, 
the employee shall within five (5) days after having received 
the written decision, present the grievance to the Grievance 
Committee for its consideration. If the Grievance Commit- 
tee determines the grievance is meritorious and that appeal- 
ing it is in the best interest of the school system, then it shall 
file a written appeal with the Superintendent for hisher con- 
sideration. 
b) Within five (5) days after receipt of the appeal, 
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the Superintendent shall hold a hearing with the aggrieved 
party. 
c) The Superintendent shall render a decision on the 
grievance within five (5) days after the conclusion of the 
hearing. 
Stage. Arbitration 
a) There shall be a maximum of 3 stages for any 
grievance before the arbitration stage. 
b) If the aggrieved party or parties in interest are not 
satisfied with the decision at Stage 3 and wish to proceed 
further under this grievance procedure, the employee may 
submit the grievance to arbitration by written notice to the 
Grievance Committee for its consideration. If the Grievance 
Committee determines the grievance is meritorious and that 
appealing it is in the best interest of the school system, then 
it shall file a written appeal to the Board within fifteen (15) 
days after receiving the written decision at Stage 3. 
c) The Board and CSEA shall refer the matter di- 
rectly to the Public Employees Relations Board fir the ap- 
pointment of an arbitrator if the PERB has established proce- 
dures for so doing; or, if not, to the NYS Mediation Board. 
The parties shall then be bound by the rules and procedures 
of said Board as to the selection of an arbitrator. 
d) The selected arbitrator shall hear the matter 
promptly and shall issue hisher decision to the Board not 
later than fourteen (1 4) calendar days from the date of the 
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close of the hearing or, if oral hearings have been waived, 
from the date when the statements and proofs are finally sub- 
mitted to himher. The arbihator's decision shall be in writ- 
ing and heishe shall set forth hisher findings of fact, reason- 
ing, and conclusions upon the issues. 
e) The arbitrator shall limit hisher decision strictly 
to the interpretation and applications of provisions of this 
Agreement or of the laws, rules, procedures, regulations, 
administrative orders, or work rules referred to in the above 
definition of "grievance" and shall be without authority or 
jurisdiction to moditj. or amend the same decision contrary 
thereto or otherwise contrary to law. 
f) The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and 
binding upon all parties, unless either the aggrieved or the 
Board institute legal proceedings to fiuther adjudge the case. 
g) The costs and expenses for the services for the 
arbitrator, including per diem expenses, if any, and actual 
travel and subsidence expenses, shall be borne equally by the 
Board and CSEA. 
ARTICLE VII 
PERSONNEL CHANGES 
VAClANCllES 
A. New York State Civil Service Law shall be fol- 
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lowed where applicable. 
B. Fully qualified applicants who have been em- 
ployed by the Board of Education shall be given preferred 
consideration for appointed positions. 
C. As a matter of Board Policy, all job vacancies 
shall be posted in all Board of Education buildings. Job 
postings will specify the department and two (2) specific 
geographic areas: LaSalle and Downtown areas. All job 
postings shall contain job descriptions that are worked out 
mutually by the representatives of the parties to this agree- 
ment prior to the postings being distributed. 
D. The Board agrees to send a memorandum to all 
buildings at the beginning of each fiscal year requesting any- 
one desirous of making a change in position or location to 
inform histher department head, with a copy of each request 
to CSEA. 
E. Every effort shall be made to fill job vacancies 
within a reasonable time after the final filing date. Any em- 
ployee who files an application for a posted job opening shall 
be granted a reply in writing as to the disposition of hisher 
application and the reasons therefore. 
F. All employees who are on a ten (10) month 
schedule who wish to be notified ofjob openings, shall be 
mailed such job postings upon their written request for such 
mailings to the School Business Administrator. 
G. Voluntary Transfer 
I .  In the event of a vacancy within the bar- 
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gaining unit for which three (3) applications for transfer have 
been filed, one of the three most senior applicants shall be 
granted the position. Atter eight (8) weeks of trial service in 
the new position, the transferee may be retained or reas- 
signed to his or her previous position. 
2. If there are fewer than three (3) transfer 
applicants for the vacant position, the position may be filled 
by transfer of one of the remaining applicants, or by the 
promotional process as outlined in Section 8.30D. 
H. Redeployment (Involuntary Transfer) 
Redeployment shall constitute involuntary regrouping1 
reassignment of employees within a job classification/unit 
When it becomes necessary to regroup affected hctions, 
then: 
1. The District and the Union shall meet to 
design a plan to affect such a regrouping. 
2. The plan will then be presented to the 
affected staff for awareness of the plan, and for comments 
or suggestions that may help to achieve the objective. 
3. When a plan is finalized and agreed 
upon by the District and the Union, then the affected em- 
ployees will submit requests for reassignment within the re- 
organized group in order of three (3) preferences. Whenever 
possible, reassignments will be granted on the basis of sen- 
iority. 
4. If certain positions are not filled volun- 
tarily in the above manner, then the remaining assignments 
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will be given to the least senior of the unassigned employees 
by mnk of seniority. 
s?BxmlY 
Employees shall accrue both system-wide and de- 
partmental seniority. System seniority shall be computed on 
a system-wide basis for the purpose of computing vacations, 
sick leave, and any employee benefits offered on a system 
wide basis. It shall be defined as uninterrupted continuous 
service in the school system. When an employee's services 
are terminated and hdshe is later rehired, the employee shall 
begin a new period of seniority except in the instances of 
layoff or when an employee is rehired within one (1) year of 
termination. Notwithstanding the language of this Section 
8.20 all employees hired after July 1, 1987 shall accrue sen- 
iority from the date they are appointed to a position title by 
the Board of Education. Departmental seniority shall be 
computed for the purpose of promotion within the depart- 
ment as outlined in Section 8.30, Promotional Policy, and for 
the scheduling of vacations. Departmental seniority shall be 
defined as uninterrupted continuous service in a department 
of the school system. 
A twelve (12) month provisional employee who 
subsequently becomes a permanent twelve month employee 
shall receive full credit toward system seniority. Any ten 
(10) month employee who becomes a twelve (12) month em- 
ployee shall receive 10112th~ credit for each year of service 
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toward system seniority unless otherwise determined by 
Civil Service Law, prior to becoming a twelve ( 12) month or 
full time employee. 
- 
A. All vacancies in the promotional positions shall 
be posted in all Board of Education buildings clearly setting 
forth the minimum qualifications for the position, the 
illustrative duties, salary, and filing dates. Such notice shall 
be posted as fir in advance as possible, at least fifteen ( 15) 
days before the final date of application. 
B. All appointments to vacancies shall be made 
without regard to age, sex, race, creed, color, religion, 
nationality, or marital status unless based on bonafide occu- 
pational qualifications. 
C. The President of the Union (CSEA) shall be noti- 
fied by the employer, in writing, of all vacancies in the 
bargaining unit occurring by reasons of resignation, retire- 
ment, or promotion. The employer shall also notify the Un- 
ion President of all new hires within the bargaining unif 
their names, addresses, and positions within fifteen ( 15) days 
of their hire. 
D. For positions below the level of Supervisor, the 
employer (Board of Education) shall fill such job openings 
from among those employees who have applied and who 
meet the minimum standards of the job requirements pro- 
vided that if there is more than one ( I )  employee who is 
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qualified, ability, and qualifications shall be given primary 
consideration, the most able and qualified to be promoted. 
Where ability and qualifications are determined to be equal 
the most senior employee shall be promoted. The CSEA 
shall be entitled to name and place an observer on the Super- 
intendent's AD HOC Committee established for the purpose 
of interviewing and recommending candidates for promotion 
to or from any unit jobs. Confidentiality of the recommenda- 
tions prior to public Board action shall be respected. The 
CSEA shall have representation, but not majority representa- 
tion, on a committee established to develop a weighting sys- 
tem to apply to the established criteria used in interviewing 
and nominating candidates to the abovementioned promo- 
tional positions. 
E. Whenever a job opening occurs within the bar- 
gaining unit and the job is of a competitive nature withim the 
scope of the Civil Service Law, then the normal procedures 
provided by the rules and regulations of the Civil Service 
Law shall prevail. In the absence of an established Civil Ser- 
vice list of eligible applicants, the selection shall be made in 
accordance with the procedures set forth in this section. 
A. Except in emergencies, any change in normal 
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operating procedures, standing work order, or working con- 
ditions affecting any employees shall be forwarded, in writ- 
ing, to the CSEA at least ten (10) days prior to the proposed 
effective date of such change. 
B. If the CSEA wished to discuss or offer alternate 
proposals for changes in procedures, work orders, or condi- 
tions affecting employees, for the Board of Education's con- 
sideration, the CSEA must request a meeting with the Board 
of Education at least five (5) days prior to the proposed 
effective date of such changes. 
ARTICLE IX 
P 
All full-time competitive and non-competitive 
employees of the Board of Education must belong to the So- 
cial Security System and the New York State Employees Re- 
tirement System. 
Those employed in the laboring class or part time 
may elect to join the Retirement and Social Security 
Systems. 
The Board of Education will provide all permanent 
employees covered by this Agreement the non-contributory 
"1/50th" Improved Twenty (20) Year Career Retirement Plan 
as provided by Section 75-1 of the Retirement and Social Se- 
curity Law as well as Section 41G) of such law. 
Information concerning benefits and retirement may 
be obtained from the Ofice of Human Resource Adminis- 
trator, or the State Retirement Board, New York State Em- 
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ployees Retirement System, The Governor Smith State Of- 
fice Building, Albany, New York, 12225. 
- 
A. Any employee who retires, who is laid off fiom 
employment, who is disabled or who resigns after ten (10) 
years of service and vests his or her rights in the New York 
State Employees Retirement System shall receive terminal 
leave pay based on the following factors. 
1. One and one-half (1 112%) percent of 
their unused sick leave balance, including unused accumu- 
lated personal leave as provided in Article 5, Section 5.42 of 
this Agreement. 
2. Years of service in the Niagara Falls 
Public Schools. 
3. Eighty-five (85%) percent of per diem 
rate of pay which shall be based on the highest annual base 
salary that the employee received. Effective July 1, 1992, 
the percentage is changed to eighty-five (85%). 
B. Accordingly, terminal pay should be calculated 
through the use of the following formula: 
.015 x (n) (.85 x p.d.r.) = T 
Effective July 1, 1992 the formula is: 
.015 x (n) (.85 x p.d.r.) = T 
x = number of days unused sick leave 
n = years of service in Niagara Falls Schools 
p.d.r. = per diem rate of pay. The per diem rate of pay shall 
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be based on the highest annual base salary the employee re- 
ceived while employed by the District. 
C. Terminal pay shall be paid to an employee's es- 
tate when death occurs while still employed with the Board 
of Education for unused sick leave. 
ARTICLE X 
LAYOFF AND RECALL PROCEDURE 
Where, because of the economy, consolidation, or 
abolition of functions, curtailment of activities or otherwise, 
positions such as probationary, and temporary positions, 
shall be laid off first. Thereafter, other employees shall be 
laid off in reverse order of seniority (i.e. least senior em- 
ployee first). An employee who has been laid off from his/ 
her classification may displace the least senior employee in 
the same or lower rated classification in hisher seniority 
group if: 
1. The laid off employee has the skill, ability, and 
experience needed to perform the work of the classification. 
2. The laid off employee has more seniority then 
the least senior employee within the classification. 
The employee who is displaced may then exercise 
the displacement rights in this paragraph with respect to any 
same or lower rated classification in hidher seniority group. 
An employee who is laid off or displaced from hidher classi- 
fication and who does not displace another employee will be 
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laid off from the work force. An employee shall be given at 
lease two (2) weeks notice of layoff or two (2) weeks pay in 
lieu thereof 
Preferred List and reinstatement therefrom: 
Where such employees have been laid off in accor- 
dance with the above section, the Administrator for Human 
Resources shall establish a preferred list showing the em- 
ployee's name, title or position, date of appointment and the 
date of and reason for such layoff. This list shall be provided 
to the Union President. It shall be the duty of the Adminis- 
trator for Human Resources to place the name of such em- 
ployee upon a preferred list, together with others who may 
have been laid off from the same or a similar position in the 
bargaining unit for the filling of vacancies; first, in the same 
or similar position; second, in any position in a lower grade; 
third, in any comparable position. No other name shall be 
certified from any other list for any other position until such 
preferred list is exhausted. The eligibility for reinstatement 
of persons whose names appear on such preferred list shall 
not continue for a period of longer than four (4) years from 
the date of such layoff. Such order of reinstatement to a va- 
cancy in an appropriate position shall be made in order of 
their original appointments. 
Notice of recall shall be sent by registered or certi- 
fied mail, return receipt request, to the last known address of 
the employee and a copy of such notification shall be given 
to the Union President. 
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The President of the Union shall be notified of all 
anticipated layoffs. 
In all cases of layoff or reduction of the work force, 
it shall be the duty of the employer to take all steps possible 
to effect such reduction through normal attrition. 
ARTICLE XI 
EXTENDED LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
EmpIoyees covered under this agreement who re- 
quest a pregnancy disability leave shall be granted the afore- 
mentioned leave with pay. The leave time taken shall be 
deducted from the accumulated paid leave of the employee 
desiring the leave. Notwithstanding the above, an employee 
who does not wish to use her accumulated leave or who does 
not have any accumulated leave shall be granted an unpaid 
leave in accordance with Section 3 below. The affected em- 
ployee shall submit a written application for the leave to the 
Administrator for Human Resources one (1) month prior to 
the date the leave is to begin except in cases of emergency. 
The application shall be accompanied by a physician's state- 
ment attesting to the employee's physical fitness to remain 
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on active duty. The employee's pregnancy disability leave 
shall commence on the date her physician determines that 
she is no longer able to perform the duties of her position. 
From such day until her physician determines that she is 
ready to return to work, the employee shall be allowed to use 
her accumulated paid leave credits or shall be allowed an 
unpaid leave of absence as provided in Section 1 1.12 of this 
Article. 
In the event the employee exhausts her accumulated 
paid leave prior to becoming medically fit to return to duty, 
the employee shall be placed on leave without pay until such 
time as she is able to return. 
An employee on pregnancy disability leave shall be 
reinstated, if she so desires, within one (1) week of the date 
she obtains a statement from her physician confirming the 
fact that the employee is able to return to work and delivers 
such statement to the Administrator for Human Resources, or 
the employee shall be allowed a child rearing leave in accor- 
dance with Section 1 1.1 1 of this Article. 
Section P 
Child rearing leave without pay shall be granted an 
employee at the expiration of her maternity leave as set forth 
in Section 11.10 if she requests such leave. An employee 
shall be granted a child rearing leave for a period of up to 
two (2) years. The duration of the child rearing leave shall 
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be stated in the request for leave. Extension of the leave be- 
yond two (2) years may be granted at the discretion of the 
Board of Education. The leave request shall be sent or deliv- 
ered to the Administrator for Human Resources who shall 
approve the leave and any extensions up to two (2) years by 
sending the employee a letter@) granting the leave or any 
extension. 
An employee covered under this Agreement whose 
personal illness extends beyond the period of accumulated 
leave shall be granted a leave of absence for up to two (2) 
years without pay. The duration of the leave shall be deter- 
mined by the employee in consultation with his or her physi- 
cian. The employee shall notify the Administrator for Hu- 
man Resources of the approximate period of the leave. 
ARTICLE XI1 
LABOR MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
The Union and the Board of Education agree to es- 
tablish a Labor Management Committee for the purpose of 
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discussing and attempting to resolve problems which may 
arise outside this Agreement. The Committee's recornmen- 
dations, if any, shall be advisory only. 
The Committee shall comprise three (3) members 
selected by the Union and three (3) members selected by the 
Board of Education. The Committee shall be convened 
within five (5) days following written notice from one (1) 
party to the other that its representative wishes the Commit- 
tee to meet. 
Effective July 1, 1994, it is agreed that an extensive 
study of the restructuring of various departments be con- 
ducted through the Labor Management Committee. 
ARTICLE XI11 
AGENCY SHOP FEE 
See Article 2. Section 11 
ARTICLE XIV 
LUNCHROOM AND SMOKING FACILITIES 
A subcommittee of Union and Administrative repre- 
sentatives shall be established to study lunchroom and smok- 
ing facilities for non-instructional staff in all buildings. Mu- 
tual recommendations are to be in place by September 1990. 
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ARTICLE XV 
JOB TRAINING 
The Employer shall implement a job training program to en- 
courage its employees to prepare themselves for promotional 
opportunities in the future. The employer and the Union 
agree to meet and discuss this issue under the provisions of 
Article XII, Labor Management Committees. Both parties 
agree to implement this program prior to the expiration of 
this Agreement. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Official Representatives of 
each party sets his hand this 12th day of 
November, 2002. 
President President 
Niagara Falls School Systems Niagam Falls 
Unit 7696 City School District 
Local #872 
Civil Service Employees 
Association, Inc. 
- 
C.S.E.A. Staff Negotiator Superintendent of 
Schools 
David Spacone 
Jeffrey Pasquantino 
Randy Rieker 
Kelly Volpe 
Patricia Marm 
Sara Forgione 
Chief Board Negotiator 
(Origioal Signatures on File) 
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N.P.-No Pay 
PD.-Paid 
ADDENDUM A 
NONMSTRUCTIONAL WORK SCEEDULE 
TITLE HR HR DaUy Lunch 
per per Schedule Pcdod 
Day Wk. 
Assistant Cook 8 40 7:OOam-3:00pm 20 min PD 
Audio-visual Technician 8 40 7:30am-4:00pm I12 hr. N.P. 
Automotive Mechanic 8 40 7:30am-4:00pm I12 hr. N.P. 
Cleaner 8 40 Varies w/Schoois 20 min PD. 
Cook Manager 8 40 7:OOam-3:00pm 20 min PD. 
Coord. General Repairer 8 40 7:30am-4:00pm 112 hr. N.P. 
Custodial Services Specialist 8 40 2:OOpm-1O:OOpm 20 min PD. 
Custodian 8 hr day as  per sched. from Business Office 20 min PD 
Energy Educator/Mgr 
Food Service Helper 
General Laborer 
General Repairer 
Groundskeeper 
Porter 
Porter - Maintenance Dept. 
Registered Nurse 
Safety OWcer 
Sr. General Repairer 
Sr. Gmundskeeper 
School C k r k a l  Personlael: 
Secondary 
Elementary 
Stationary Engineer 
AU other  employees: 
8 40 7:OOam-3:OOpm 20 min PD. 
Varies w/Schools(over 4 hrs) 20 min PD. 
8 40 12:OOpm-8:OOpm 20 min PD. 
8 40 7:30am-4:00pm 1R hr. N.P. 
8 40 7:30am4:00pm 112 hr. N.P. 
8 40 Varies w/Schools 20 min PD. 
8 40 Varies w/Schools 20 min PD. 
7.5 375 Varies w/Schools 1 hr. PD. 
8 40 Hrs. set by 1 hr. P.D. 
Business Office 
8 40 7:30am-4:00pm 112 hr. N.P. 
8 40 7:30am-4:00pm 1R hr. N.P. 
7 35 8:OOam-3:3Opm I12 hr. N.P. 
7 35 8:OOanl-3:30pm I12 hr. N.P. 
7 35 8:30am-4:30pm I hr. N.P. 
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ADDENDUM B 
ANNUALIZED SALARY SCHEDULE 2003-U)O4 
Pay Sub Job Title Hrsl 03-04 03-04 03-04 03-04 03-04 
Grp Grp Yr. Increment Minim Step 2 Step 3 Maxi 
I 1 Driver 2080 1241 27716 28958 30199 31442 
2 Asst. Mnchine Operator1820 1320 22350 23670 24989 26309 
School Ofc. Support 1820 1320 22350 23670 24989 26309 
Clerk 
Safety Officer 1820 535 19810 20359 20908 21458 
11 Porter 2080 1474 31103 32577 34052 35526 
111 Secretary1 1820 1631 29067 30699 32330 33962 
Secretary I ( l 0  month) 1517 1359 24224 25583 26943 28302 
1nfoTech.Specialist 1820 1631 29067 30699 32330 33962 
SchedAttendanceSpec1820 1631 29067 30699 32330 33962 
3 Network Technician 1820 1709 30528 32237 33946 35655 
Computer Appl Splist 1820 1710 27070 28781 30512 32201 
General hborer 2080 1619 34159 35778 37397 39016 
Gmundskeeper 2080 1710 35617 37327 39037 40747 
Stenographer 1820 1710 30525 32235 33945 35655 
Storekeeper 2080 1710 35617 37327 39037 40747 
N 1 Accountclerk 1820 1788 32048 33836 35624 37413 
JuniorAccountClerk 1820 1290 27214 28503 29793 31083 
PurchasingClerk 1820 1788 32048 33836 35624 37413 
2 Secretary Il 1820 1865 32560 34425 36290 38154 
Computer Operator 1820 1865 32560 34425 36290 38 154 
Custodian 2080 1865 38013 39878 41742 43607 
Sr. Groundskeeper 2080 1865 38013 39878 41742 43607 
3 Auto Mechanic 2080 1943 39327 41269 43212 45155 
A N  Technician 2080 1943 39327 41269 43212 45155 
General Repairer 2080 1943 39327 41269 43212 45 155 
V 2 Senior AccountClerk 1820 2100 35613 37713 39813 41912 
Sr. Av Technician 2080 2 100 4 1597 43697 45797 47897 
Sr. General Repairer 2080 2 100 41600 43700 45799 47899 
Coord. Gen Repairer 2080 2 100 41600 43700 45799 47899 
Sr. Storekeeper 2080 2100 41600 43700 45799 47899 
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ADDENDUM B 
ANNUALIZED SALARY SCEEDULE 2003-2004 
(contlnd) 
Pay Sub Job Titk Hrd 0344 0344 0344 0344 0344 
GV GV Yr. Increment Minim Step 2 Step 3 Mnxi 
VI 1 Secretary 111 1820 2178 39636 41813 43991 46169 
2 Stationary Engineer 2080 2255 41 867 44122 46378 48634 
VII 1 Registered Nurse 1492 1785 32837 34622 36407 38192 
Nurse- PartTime 780 - 15453 - 
Nehuorkhgineer 1820 2360 47205 49565 51925 54284 
Production Contml Mgr1820 2360 47205 49565 5 1925 54284 
SystemsEngineer 1820 2360 49566 51926 54285 56645 
2 Budget Assistant 1820 2412 36604 39016 41429 43841 
Principal Acct. Clerk 1820 2412 36604 39016 41429 43841 
VIII 3 Lead Systems Engineer 1820 2441 57823 60264 62705 65147 
Energy Educator/Mgr. 2080 1942 58474 60416 62359 64300 
Cleaner 1560 596 28806 29402 29996 30592 
Building Attendant 1820 908 17416 18324 19232 20141 
Custodial Svcs. Splist 1820 1865 38013 39878 41742 43607 
Driver-Student Services S 13.34 per hour 
Driver-Even Start $1 1.35 per hour 
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(1) Custodian Position 
Additional pay, above the base salary of a custodian, to be as follows: 
amPllnt 
*Niagara Falls High School $3,064 
Gaskill Middle School None 
LaSalle Middle School None 
CEC None 
H.F. Abate School $850 
H.J. Kalfrs School $850 
*Admin. Bldg. (firing) $3,006 
Hyde Park School (firing) $850 
Maple Avenue School (firing) $850 
Niagara Street School (firing) $850 
Gaskill Middle School Annex (firing) $850 
60th Slreet School (firing) $850 
66th Street School (firing) $850 
79th Street School (firing) $850 
G.J. Mann School (firing) $850 
*Only these positions subject to percentnge increase. 
(2) Stationary Engineering Position: 
Additional pay, above the base salary of a Stationary Engineer, to be 
as follows: 
Location amaunt 
*Niagara Falls High School. . . . . . . . . .  $3,064 
Gaskill Middle School.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  None 
LaSalle Middle School . . . . . . . . . . . . .  None 
All above stipends are to be separate from the regular salary, but shall be 
included to compute overtime pay. The above stipends are paid either be- 
cause of location or firing license requirements. Such stipend shall be pay- 
able only during the time when the employee is assigned to a location enti- 
Uing him thereto according to the above schedule, and stipend to be included 
in computing overtime and percentage raise. 
Repairpetson required to perform the duties of a "shopperson" on a regular 
basis will be prid an additional S.25 per hour over and above their normal 
rate of pay. Dutiesand job specifications will be determined by the Director 
of School Planning. Operation and Maintenance. 
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LONGEVITY PROGRAM 
Ten (10) Year Employees.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $850 per year above schedule 
Fifteen (1 5) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1,100 per year above schedule 
Twenty (20) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . 
Twenty Five (25) Year Employees.. . . 
Non-Instructional Hourly Employees 
Ten (10) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . . 
Fifteen (15) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . 
Twenty (20) Year Employees. . . . . . . . 
Twenty Five (25) Year Employees. . . . 
.$1.500 per year above schedule 
. $2,000 per year above schedule 
S.45 per hour above schedule 
. S.56 per hour above schedule 
S.75 per hour above schedule 
.$I .OO per hour above schedule 
MEDlCAL- 
Refer to Section 4.50, Page 16. 
LmmNmKE 
Refer to Section 4.51,III. Page 19. 
a w Maximum Illmmmt 
Cook $15.33 $15.77 $16.20 $16.64 $0.44 
Asst. Cook $12.81 $ 13.24 $ 13.67 S 14.09 $0.43 
Cushier $12.13 $12.55 $12.98 $13.41 $0.43 
Food Service $1 1.34 $ 11.76 $12.19 $12.62 $0.43 
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- 
Cafeteria Employees 
Ten (10) Year Employees. ............ ..S.45 per hour above schedule 
F iben  (I 5) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . . .  S.56 per hour above schedule 
Twenty (20) Year Employees. .......... S.75 per hour above schedule 
Twenty Five (25) Year Employees. . . . . . .  .3 1 .OO per hour above schedule 
Refer to Section 4.50, Page 16. 
320,000 Life Insurance Policy with Double Indemnity Benefits 
for all employees. 
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ADDENDUM C 
ANNUALIZED SALARY SCHEDULE 2004-2005 
Pay Sub Job Titk Hrd 0445 0445 0445 04-05 0445 
c r ~  c r ~  Yr. Increment Minim Step 2 Step 3 MPxi 
I 1 Driver 2080 1264 28232 29496 30761 32025 
2 Assl. h4xhine Operator 1820 1345 22764 24 109 25453 26798 
School Ofc. Support 1820 1345 22764 24 109 25453 26798 
Clerk 
Safety Officer 1820 545 20222 20766 21311 21856 
11 1 Porter 2080 1502 31681 33182 34684 36185 
I11 2 Secretary I 1820 1662 29607 31269 32930 34592 
Secretary I(l0 month) I517 1385 24673 26058 27443 28827 
Info Tech. Specialist 1820 I662 29607 3 1269 32930 34592 
Sched Attendance Spec 1820 1662 29607 31269 32930 34592 
3 NehvorkTechnician 1820 1741 31095 32835 34576 36317 
Computer Appl Splist 1820 1742 27573 29315 3 1057 32799 
General Loborer 
Groundskeeper 
Stenographer 
Storekeeper 
N 1 Account Clerk 
Jr. Account Clerk 
Purchasing Clerk 
2 Secretary 11 
Computer Operator 
Custodian 
Sr. Groundskeeper 
3 Auto Mechanic 
AN Technician 
General Repairer 
V 2 SeniorAccountClerk 1820 2139 36273 38412 40551 42690 
Sr. Av Technician 2080 2139 42369 44508 46647 48786 
Sr.General Repairer 2080 2139 42371 44510 46649 48789 
Coord. Gen Repairer 2080 2139 42371 44510 46649 48789 
Sr. Storekeeper 2080 2139 42371 44510 46649 48789 
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ADDENDUM C 
ANNUALIZED SALARY SCHEDULE 2004-2005 
(continued) 
Pay Sub Job Titk Hrd 04-05 04-05 04-05 04-05 04-05 
Crp crp Yr. Iaeremnt Mhim Step 2 Step 3 Maxi 
2 Stntionary Engineer 2080 2297 42645 44942 47240 49537 
Vli 1 Registered Nurse 1492 1818 33448 35265 37083 38901 
Nurse- Part Time 780 - 15740 - 
Network Engineer 1820 2403 48081 50485 52888 55292 
Prodi~ction Contml Mgr 1820 2403 48081 50485 52888 55292 
SystemsEngineer 1820 2403 50486 52890 55293 57697 
2 Budget Assistant 1820 2457 37283 39740 42198 44655 
Principal Acct. Clerk 1820 2457 37283 39740 42198 44655 
VIII 3 Lead Systems Engineer 1820 2487 588% 6 I382 63869 66356 
Energy EducatorMgr. 2080 1978 59561 61538 63516 65494 
Cleaner 1560 607 29339 29946 30553 31160 
Building Attendant 1820 925 17739 18664 19589 20515 
Driver-Student Services $13.74 per hour 
Driver-Even Start S 11.69 per hour 
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(1) Custodian Position 
Additional pay, above the base salary of a custodian, to be as follows: 
AlnQul 
*Niagara Falls High School $3,064 
Gaskill Middle School None 
LaSalle Middle School None 
CEC None 
H.F. Abate School $850 
H.J. Kalfas School $850 
*Admin. Bldg. (firing) $3,006 
Hydo Pnrk School (firing) $850 
Maple Avenue School (firing) $850 
Niagara Street School (firing) $850 
Gaskill Middle School Annex (firing) $850 
60th Street School (firing) $850 
66th Street School (firing) $850 
79th Street School (firing) $850 
G.J. Mann School (firing) $850 
*Only these positions subject to percentage increase. 
(2) Stationary Engineering Position: 
Additional pay, above the bnse salnry of a Stationary Engineer, to 
be as follows: 
Location AmQlull 
*Niagara Falls High School. . . . . . . . . .  $3,064 
Gaskill Middle School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  None 
LaSalle Middle School . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  None 
All above stipends are to be sepamte from the regular salary, but shall be 
included to compute overtime pay. The above stipends are paid either be- 
cause of location or firing license requirements. Such stipend shall be pay- 
able only during the time when the employee is assigned to a location enti- 
tling him thereto according to the ahove schedule, and stipend to be included 
in computing overtime and percentnge raise. 
Repairperson required to perfonn the duties of a "shopperson" on o regular 
basis will be paid an additional 3.25 per hour over and above their n o m l  
rate of pay. Duties nnd job specifications will be detennined by the Director 
of School Planning, Operation and Maintenance. 
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LONGEVITY PROGRAM 
Ten (10) Year Employees.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$a50 per year above schedule 
Rfteen (15) Year Employees. ........... $1.100 per year above schedule 
Twenty (20) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . .  .$1,500 per year above schedule 
Twenty Rve (25) Year Employees.. ..... .$2,000 per year above schedule 
Non-lnstructional Hourly Employees 
Ten (10) Year Employees.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$.45 per hour above schedule 
Fifteen (1 5) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . . .  S.56 per hour above schedule 
Twenty (20) Year Employees. .......... S.75 per hour above schedule 
Twenty Five (25) Year Employees. . . . . . .  ..$I .OO per hour above schedule 
Refer to Section 4.50, Page 16. 
- 
Refer to Section 4.51,111, Page 19. 
w Stepl-increment 
Cook S 15.79 $16.24 $16.69 $17.14 $0.45 
Asst. Cook $13.20 $13.64 $14.08 $14.51 $0.44 
Cashier $ 12.49 $12.93 $13.37 $13.81 $0.44 
Food Service $1 1.68 $12.12 $12.55 $12.99 $0.44 
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7 
Cafeteria Employees 
Ten (10) Year Employees. .............. S.45 per hour above schedule 
Fitken (1 5) Year Employees.. . . . . . . . . . .  S.56 per hour above schedule 
Twenty (20) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . . .  S.75 per hour above schedule 
Twenty Five (25) Year Employees. . . . . . . .  S 1.00 per hour above schedule 
Refer to Section 4.50, Page 16. 
S20,000 Life Insurance Policy with Double Indemnity Benetits 
for all employees. 
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ADDENDUM D 
ANNUALlZED SALARY SCHEDULE 2005-2006 
Pay Sub Job Titk Hrd 05-06 05-06 05-06 05-06 05-06 
Grp GV Yr. Increment Minim Step 2 Step 3 Maxi 
I 1 Driver 2080 1283 28641 29924 31207 32490 
2 Asst. Machine Operator1820 1364 23094 24458 25833 27186 
School Ofc. Support 1820 1364 23094 24458 25822 27 186 
Clerk 
Safety Officer 1820 553 20198 20751 21303 21856 
11 1 Porter 2080 1523 32140 33663 35187 36710 
111 2 Secretary l 1820 1686 30036 31722 33408 35094 
Secretary l (I0 Month) 1517 1405 25031 26436 27841 29245 
Info Tech. Specialist 1820 1686 30036 31722 33408 35094 
Schedule Attend Splist 1820 1686 30036 3 1722 33408 35094 
3 Network Technicinn 
Computer Appl Spec 
General Laborer 
Gmundskeeper 
Stenographer 
Storekeeper 
N 1 Account Clerk 
Jr. Account Clerk 
Purchasing Clerk 
2 Secretary 11 
Computer Operator 
Custodian 
Sr. Groundskeeper 
3 Auto Mechanic 
AN Technician 
General Repairer 
V 2 Senior AccoontClerk 1820 2170 36799 38969 41 139 43309 
Sr. Av Technician 2080 2170 42984 451 54 47324 49494 
Sr. General Repairer 2080 2170 42986 451 56 47326 49496 
Coord. Gen Repairer 2080 2170 42986 45 156 47326 494% 
Sr. Storekeeper 2080 2170 42986 45156 47326 494% 
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ADDENDUM D 
ANNUALIZED SALARY SCHEDULE 2005-2006 
(continued) 
Pay Sub Job Title Hrd 0566 0566 0546 0566 0566 
Crp Crp Yr. Increment Minlm Step 2 Step 3 Maxi 
VI 1 Secretary 111 1820 2250 40957 43207 45457 47708 
2 Stationary Engineer 2080 2330 43264 45594 47925 50255 
VII 1 Registered Nurse 1492 1844 33933 35777 37621 39465 
Nurse- Part Time 780 - 14609 - 
Programmer 1820 2412 37680 40092 42504 44915 
Network Engineer 1820 2438 48779 51217 53655 56094 
Production Control Mgr 1820 2438 48779 51217 53655 56094 
Systems Engineer 1820 2438 51218 53656 56095 58533 
2 Budget Assistant 1820 2493 37824 40317 42809 45302 
Principal Acct. Clerk 1820 2493 37824 40317 42809 45302 
VIl i3  Lead Systems Engineer 1820 2523 59750 62272 64795 67318 
Energy Educator/Mgr. 2080 2006 60425 62431 64437 66444 
Cleaner 1560 616 29765 30380 309% 31612 
Building Attendant 1820 939 17996 18935 19873 20812 
Custodial Svcs. Splist 1820 1927 39279 41206 43133 45061 
Driver-Student Services $14.02 per hour 
Driver-Even Start S 1 1 .92 per hour 
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(1) Custodian Position 
Additional pay, above the base salary of a custodian, to be as 
follows: 
AlmunL 
*Niagara Falls High School $3.064 
Gaskill Middle School None 
LaSalle Middle School None 
CW3 
H.F. Abate School 
H.J. Kalfas School 
None 
$850 
$850 
*Admin. Bldg. (firing) $3,006 
Hyde Park School (firing) $850 
Maple Avenue School (firing) $850 
Niagara Street School (firing) $850 
Gaskill Middle School Annex (firing) $850 
60th Street School (firing) $850 
66th Street School (firing) $850 
79th Street School (firing) $850 
G.J. Mann School (firing) $850 
*Only these positions subject to percentage increase. 
(2) Stationary Engineering Position: 
Additional pay, above the base salary of a Stationary Engineer, to 
be as follows: 
Location Amount 
*Ningara Falls High School. ......... $3,064 
Gaskill Middle School. ............. None 
LaSalle Middle School ............. None 
All above stipends are to be separate from the regular salary, but shall be 
included to compute overtime pay. The above stipends are paid either be- 
cause of location or firing license requirements. Such stipend shall be pay- 
able only during the time when the employee is assigned to a location enti- 
tling him thereto according to the above schedule, and stipend to be included 
ill computing overtime and percenhge raise. 
Repailperson required to perform the duties of a "shopperson" on a regular 
basis will be paid an additional S.25 per hour over and above their normal 
rate of pay. Duties and job specifications will be determined by the Director 
of School Planning, Operation and Maintenance. 
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LONGEVITY PROGRAM 
Ten (10) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $850 per year above schedule 
Fifteen (1 5) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . . .  .$1,100 per year above schedule 
Twenty (20) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 1,500 per year above schedule 
Twenty Five (25) Year Employees. . . . . . . .  $2,000 per year above schedule 
Non-lnshuctional Hourly Employees 
Ten (10) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S.45 per hour above schedule 
Fifteen (15) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . . .  .$ .56 per hour above schedule 
Twenty (20) Year Employees.. . . . . . . . . . .  S.75 per hour above schedule 
Twenty Five (25) Year Employees. ....... $ 1.00 per hour above schedule 
r A- 
Refer to Section 4.50, Page 17. 
- 
Refer to Section 4.51, 111, Page 20. 
w Sterll=lacmmetlt 
Cook $14.74 $15.16 $15.58 $16.00 $0.42 
Asst. Cook $12.32 $12.73 $13.14 $13.55 $0.41 
Cashier $1 1.66 $12.07 $12.48 $12.89 $0.41 
Food Service $10.90 $1 1.31 $1 1.72 $12.13 $0.41 
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P 
Cafeteria Employees 
Ten (10) Year Employees. ............. .$.45 per hour above schedule 
Fitteen (1 5) Year Employees. . . . . . . . . . . .  S.56 per hour above schedule 
lbenty (20) Year Employees.. . . . . . . . .  . .S.75 per hour above schedule 
lbenty Five (25) Year Employees. . . . . . .  .S 1 .OO per hour above schedule 
Refer to Section 4.50, Page 17. 
$20.000 Life Insurance Policy with Double Indemnity Benefits 
for all employees. 
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SCHOOL DISTRICT OF 
THE CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS 
Niagara FaUq New York 
It is hereby agreed that the above named parties shall con- 
tinue their contractual agreement from July 1, 2000 through 
June 30,2003 without any changes except for the following: 
2000-2001 - 5 . W  increase 
(4.12% on salary/.88% on increments) 
2001-2002 - 4.O%increase 
(3.48% on salary/.52% on increments) 
2002-2003 - 3.0% increase 
(2.77% on salary/.23% on increments) 
Years of Service 
10 Years + 
15 Years + 
20 Years + 
25 Years + 
Years of Service 
10 Years + $ .45 
15 Years + $ 5 6  
20 Years + $ .75 
25 Years + $1 .OO 
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Hourly Rate - 
2000-2001 - $ 3 0  
2001-2002 - $ .75 
2002-2003 - $1.00 
All other provisions of the contract shall remain in force. 
FOR THE BOARD OF EDUCATION: 
Signed Date 
FOR THE CSEA UNIT: 
Signed Date 
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APPENDIX I 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
Between the Niagara Falls Board of Education 
and CSEA General Unit 
MAINTENANCE WORK SCHEDULE 
Unless individually notified the daily work 
schedule for 40 hour per week maintenance 
crews is listed below. Workmen are expected 
to be actively engaged in work assignments 
except for times specifically outlined in the 
schedule. Workers should be ready to begin 
work activities at the specified start time 
and time specified for breaks is the total 
non-productive time permitted. Any free time 
should be used to prepare for the next as- 
signment or clean up of the work area. Any 
non-scheduled dismissal prior to 4:00 p.m. 
must be approved by the Foreman. 
9:30-9:45 (if coffee is available in Bldg)*..Break 
9:30-9:50 (if coffee is unavailable) 
11:50-12:OO . . . . . . . . . .  .Personal Clean Up 
12:OO-12:30 . . . . . . . . . .  .Lunch Break 
3:45-4:00 . . . . . . . . . . .  .Personal Clean Up 
*Available means employee is working on the school 
site and there are provisions for outside mainte- 
nance help to obtain coffee. 
**A list indicating the availability of coffee in 
each building will be prepared and distributed. 
It is agreed and understood that the conditions 
set forth in this memorandum upon execution by both 
parties becomes a part of the contract between the 
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p a r t i e s  and s h a l l  be incorporated with the  
next wri t ten  agreement unless changed o r  a l -  
t e red  by mutual consent. 
For the Board of Education For the Union 
Matthew Buchalski Russell B e t t i s  
President President 
Date Date 
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APPENDIX I1 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
It is hereby agreed as follows: 
1. There shall be established a Labor/ 
Management Relations Committee on Asbes- 
tos, made up of equal numbers of represen- 
tatives on both sides, not to exceed three 
each, for the purpose of providing a re- 
view of issues of compliance with District 
safety procedures and AHERA and other 
agency-required procedures; 
2 .  Effective immediately, a mutual study of 
the frequency and nature of asbestos op- 
eration and maintenance jobs will be con- 
ducted by the Labor/Management Relations 
Committee on Asbestos, for the purpose of 
determining potential cost of pay differ- 
entials applied to such work. There shall 
be no pay differentials provided during 
the period of study, which shall terminate 
as of June 30, 1989, except as provided in 
Paragraph 4, below. However, if pay dif- 
ferentials are negotiated for such opera- 
tions and maintenance activities, they 
shall take effect prospectively; i.e., as 
of July 1, 1989. 
3. All asbestos-related operations and main- 
tenance procedures shall be performed by 
appropriately trained District personnel 
from the department which would normally 
perform the type of work involved. 
4. Asbestos abatement resulting from opera- 
tions and maintenance activities at South 
Junior Hiqh School 
A. Asbestos-related operations and mainte- 
nance work conducted in the basement 
and attic of South Junior High School 
between November 22, 1988 and the 
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termination of the asbestos abatement 
project in the above designated areas 
of that school shall be performed by 
appropriately trained District person- 
nel who volunteer for such work. 
B. Pay differentials for such work shall 
be the addition of one-half regular pay 
per hour during regular working hours 
and time-and-one-half plus one-quarter 
regular pay for work done during over- 
time hours. 
C. The pay differentials specified herein 
shall in no way constitute a precedent 
for additional hourly pay for any as- 
bestos-related project in the opera- 
tions and maintenance category in fu- 
ture negotiations of such differen- 
t ials . 
FOR THE BOARD 
Signed 
FOR THE CSEA: 
Date 
Signed Date 
- 
Date 
- 
Date 
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
December 6 ,  1989 
I t  is hereby agreed a s  fo l lows:  
1. A l l  a sbes to s  abatement p r o j e c t s  and op- 
e r a t i o n s  and maintenance work a s  de- 
f i ned  i n  paragraph 7 below w i l l  be per-  
formed by l i censed  employees and on a  
voluntary  b a s i s .  Voluntary l is ts  a r e  t o  
be e s t ab l i shed  i n  each shop o r  depa r t -  
ment. When a  voluntary  department l i s t  
is  exhausted, then  s e l e c t i o n  w i l l  be 
made from such l i s t ,  by s e n i o r i t y  and 
r o t a t i o n ,  provided t h e  employees s e -  
l e c t e d  a r e  i n  good phys ica l  h e a l t h .  
2 .  Except when add i t i ona l  help is  neces- 
s a r y ,  abatement p r o j e c t s  w i l l  be per -  
formed by the  employees of t h e  p a r t i c u -  
l a r  shop o r  department co inc iden ta l  t o  
t he  work normally performed by those  em- 
ployees ; 
3 .  The wages f o r  abatement work s h a l l  be: 
a .  t ime and one q u a r t e r  pay f u r  work done 
during r egu la r  working hours; 
b . t i m e  and t h r e e  q u a r t e r s  pay a f t e r  
r egu la r  working hours ;  
c . d o u b l e  time and one q u a r t e r  pay during 
hol idays  and Sundays; 
4 .  Prepara t ion  work f o r  an abatement pro-  
j e c t  s h a l l  be deemed t o  be a  p a r t  of t h e  
p r o j e c t  and sub jec t  t o  t h e  same wage 
schedule,  provided t h e  work is  wi th in  an 
i s o l a t e d  a r e a  and t h e r e  is  a  p r o b a b i l i t y  
of exposure beyond t h e  normal ambient 
l e v e l s .  Pro jec t  work w i l l  i nc lude  i n i -  
t i a l  c leaning ,  i n s t a l l a t i o n  of c r i t i c a l  
b a r r i e r s ,  and t h e  cons t ruc t ion  of a  
decontamination u n i t ;  
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5 .  I n  add i t i on  t o  o f f i c i a l  t h i r d  p a r t y  a i r  
monitors,  a l l  work w i l l  be monitored by 
a  s a f e t y  committee e s t a b l i s h e d  between 
t h e  Board and Union; 
6 .  Employees who worked on October 3 0 ,  
October 31, November 1, and November 4, 
1989, a t  Niagara F a l l s  High School i n  
t h e  c leaning  out and s e a l i n g  of f  of t h e  
l ocke r s  and ven t s ,  and employees who 
worked on t h e  removal of asbes tos  i n  a  
s ec t ion  of l ocke r s  a t  Niagara F a l l s  High 
School w i l l  be remunerated a t  t h e  r a t e  
of pay s e t  f o r t h  i n  t h e  above schedule;  
7. Def in i t i ons  of opera t ions  and mainten- 
ance p r o j e c t s  s h a l l  be those  found i n  
t h e  a t t ached  excerp ts  from AHERA and DOL 
regu la t i ons  and such work s h a l l  not r e -  
q u i r e  asbes tos  abatement wage r a t e s .  
Such work s h a l l  not be subjec t  t o  t h e  
pay schedule i n  paragraph 3 above. I t  
s h a l l  not be t h e  i n t e n t  of t h e  Board t o  
convert  abatement p r o j e c t s  t o  opera t ion  
and maintenance p r o j e c t s  by doing them 
incremental ly when not necessary i n  o r -  
de r  t o  avoid payment of abatement wage 
r a t e s .  
FOR THE BOARD: 
Signed Vincent Loretto Date Dec. 11, 1989 
Signed Thomas Inaana Date Dec. 11, 1989 
Signed Roy Rogers Date Dec. 11, 1989 
Signed Lawrence Beyer Date Dec. 12, 1989 
Signed William Gardiner Date Dec. 13, 1989 
FOR THE CSEA: 
Signed Dominic Spacone Date 12/7/89 
Signed Gerald Paaquantino Date 12/7/89 
Signed Stephen Imereae Date 12/7/89 
Signed Ruaaell Bettia Date 12/7/89 
(Original signatures on file) 
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11. Definitions 
Operations and Maintenance Program - means 
a program of work practices to maintain 
friable asbestos containing building mate- 
rial in good condition, ensure clean up of 
asbestos fibers previously released, and 
prevent further release by minimizing and 
controlling friable asbestos containing 
building material disturbance or damage. 
Small-scale, Short-duration Maintenance 
Activities - are tasks such as, but not 
limited to: 
Removal of asbestos-containing 
insulation on pipes. 
Removal of small quantities of asbes- 
tos-containing insulation on beams or 
above ceilings. 
Replacement of an asbestos-containing 
gasket on a valve. 
Installation or removal of a small 
section of drywall. 
Installation of electrical conduits 
through or proximate to asbestos- 
containing materials. 
Small-scale, Short-duration Maintenance 
Activities can be further defined by the 
following considerations: 
a. Removal of small quantities of asbes- 
tos-containing materials (ACM) only if 
required in the performance of another 
maintenance activity not intended as 
asbestos abatement. 
b. Removal of asbestos-containing thermal 
system insulation not to exceed 
amounts greater than those which can 
be contained in a single glove bag. 
c. Minor repairs to damaged thermal eys- 
tem insulation which do not require 
removal. 
d. Repairs to a piece of asbestos- 
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containing wallboard. 
e . Repairs, Involving encapsulation, enclo- 
sure or removal, to small amounts of 
friable asbestos-containing material 
only if required in the performance of 
emergency or routine maintenance activ- 
ity and not intended solely as asbestos 
abatement. Such work may not exceed 
amounts greater than those which can be 
contained in a single prefabricated 
minienclosure. Such an enclosure shall 
conform spatially and geometrically to 
the localized work area, in order to 
perform its intended containment func- 
tion. (AHERA, 40 CFR 763 app. B) 
Minor Asbestos Project - An asbestos project 
involving the installation, removal, dis- 
turbance, repair, encapsulation or enclo- 
sure of ten square feet or less of asbestos 
or asbestos material, or twenty-five linear 
feet or less of asbestos or asbestos mate- 
rial. (NYS Industrial Code Rule 56) 
OSHA concluded that the use of certain en- 
gineering and work practice controls is ca- 
pable of reducing employee exposures to as- 
bestos to levels below the final standard's 
action level (0.1 f/cm3). (See 51 FR 22714, 
June 20, 1986.) Several controls and work 
practices, used either singly or in combi- 
nation, can be employed effectively to re- 
duce asbestos exposures during small main- 
tenance and renovation operations. 
These include: 
a. Wet methods. 
b . Removal met hods. 
i . Use of glove bags. 
ii. Removal of entire asbestos insu- 
lated pipes or structures. 
iii. Use of minienclosures. 
c. Enclosure of asbestos materials. 
d. Maintenance programs. 
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
This  memorandum between the  Niagara F a l l s  
C i ty  School D i s t r i c t  and the  C i v i l  Serv ice  
Employees Assoc ia t ion  is  w r i t t e n  t o  reso lve  
two i s sues :  one of con t r ac t  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  
and i n t e n t ;  the  o t h e r  of p r a c t i c e  and proce- 
dure .  
1. I t  i s  hereby understood and agreed t h a t  
i n  t h e  interview process agreed t o  by the  
Board and t h e  Union t h a t  t h e  Administra- 
t i o n  in te rv iew team s h a l l  not inc lude  a 
member of t h e  CSEA bargaining u n i t .  
2 .  I t  is hereby understood and agreed t h a t  
school events  scheduled ou t s ide  r e g u l a r  
work hours may be s t a f f e d  with cus tod ia l  
personnel i n  t he  fol lowing manner: 
a .  Evening Hours : 
overtime t o  be o f f e r ed  t o  cus tod ia l  
s t a f f  (cus todians ,  p o r t e r s  o r  c lean-  
e r s )  with t he  understanding t h a t  t h e  
overtime hours w i l l  not be paid but 
a r e  t o  be taken a s  compensatory time 
a t  a  l a t e r  d a t e .  
b  . For Weekend Events : 
one hour overtime is  t o  be o f f e r ed  t o  
open the  bui ld ing  and prepare t he  ac-  
t i v i t y  a r e a s ,  and add i t i ona l  time a t  
t he  end of t h e  event t o  c l ean  up the  
a c t i v i t y  a rea  and secure  t h e  bu i ld ing .  
For t h e  Union For t he  Board 
Dominic Spacone Vincent Lore t to  
December 19, 1990 December 19, 1990 
(Or ig ina l  s i g n a t u r e s  on f i l e )  
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SCHOOL D I S T R I m  OF THE CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: M. Hohle, F. DelSignore DATE: September 7 ,  1990 
R. Bettis, D. Spacone, 
R. Anderson, J. Pasquantino 
FROM: Thomas A. Insana SUBJECT: Promotions 
Civil Service Human Resources 
Administrator 
Thank you all for participating in the com- 
mittee to develop weighted criteria for pro- 
motions among the CSEA general unit staff. 
These refinements and the Union presence on 
interview committees will surely eliminate 
much of the misinformation and misunderstand- 
ing concerning promotions. Your contributions 
are of great value and truly appreciated. It 
was agreed that all interviews for promotion 
from this point forward will be conducted un- 
der the following conditions: 
Each candidate for a particular promo- 
tion will be asked the same set of ques- 
t ions. 
The top five senior who are qualified 
plus anyone whose seniority is within 
six months of the fifth most senior will 
be interviewed. 
Any cleaner must have a minimum of one 
year of seniority to be eligible for 
promotion to a noncompetitive position. 
Each category of position will be judged 
on criteria as described on the attached 
chart. The criteria is weighted differ- 
ently for different job categories based 
upon the importance of that criteria as 
applied to the scope and responsibility 
of the position. The weights represent a 
percentage of the ecoring value used for 
each category by the interviewers. The 
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raw score (perhaps 1 - 5 )  i s  t o  be multi- 
p l i e d  by the weighted fac tor .  The t o t a l  
score w i l l  then be used by the in ter -  
viewer t o  help him or her force rank the 
candidates a f t e r  a l l  interviews are con- 
cluded. 
TAI /eb 
Copies: W. Sdao 
C .  Granto 
R . Rogers 
V .  Loretto 
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN THE NIAQARA FALLS BOARD OF EDUCATION 
AND 
THE CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION, INC. 
This agreement is hereby made with the 
Civil Service Employees Association, Inc. and 
the Niagara Falls Board of Education regard- 
ing roving cleaners and their bid for school 
assignments within the Custodial Maintenance 
Department. 
Effective date) , Maintenance em- 
ployees classified as roving cleaners will be 
afforded the opportunity to bid on assignment 
to positions within schools based upon sen- 
iority. This will allow any current rover who 
has more seniority than any cleaner currently 
assigned within a school to displace that 
cleaner resulting in an exchange of permanent 
assignment. (The rover with more seniority 
would be assigned to the school, and the 
cleaner within the school with less seniority 
would be assigned to the roving crew on a 
permanent basis). 
FOR THE UNION 
FOR THE BOARD 
bms 
ROVING 
Russell Bettis Date August 1 1993 
Thomas Insana Date August 1 1993 
(Original signatures on file) 
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
In the event that a member of the unit is 
disabled and unable to perform their duties 
in accordance with the Workers Compensation 
laws, the duration of the disability exceeds 
one year, and the individual has been deemed 
to have a permanent disability or a permanent 
partial disability, the following actions 
will be taken. 
1. To initiate this procedure, all those 
who have been on Workers Compensation 
for a period of two years and who are 
deemed permanently disabled or perma- 
nently partially disabled will be given 
an opportunity to apply for New York 
State disability retirement. After a pe- 
riod of six months from the time of fil- 
ing if they are still unable to return 
to work, their employment statue with 
the Niagara Falls Board of Education 
will be terminated and their medical 
benefits will be cancelled. 
2. Henceforth, those who have been on Work- 
ers Compensation for a period of six 
months will be given opportunity to ap- 
ply for disability retirement or have 
the Board of Education apply for them. 
After a period of nine months from the 
time of filing for retirement the indi- 
vidual will be informed that they must 
return to work or their job will be 
filled as if it were a permanent 
vacancy. 
3. If the individual has any accumulated 
time, such as sick days or vacation, the 
Board of Education will commence payment 
of those days. 
4. After a period of two years from the 
date of the accident, health benefits 
will be discontinued. For those who have 
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five years or more of service with the 
District, Section 4 . 5 4  remains in full 
force. 
The individual will retain district wide 
seniority. 
In the event that the individual will be 
able to return to work after their posi- 
tion has been filled they will be eligi- 
ble for appointment to the next avail- 
able vacancy in the same or similar 
position with seniority rights. 
Before any actions are taken the indi- 
vidual will be called in to be informed 
of these conditions and counseled 
regarding disability retirement. 
FOR THE BOARD OF EDUCATION: 
Thomas A. Insana Date 7 / 1 5 / 9 4  
FOR THE CSEA: 
Russell Bettis Date 7 / 1 5 / 9 4  
(Original signatures on file) 
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Memorandum of Understanding 
Regarding Call in of Cafeteria Workers 
Five hour food service helpers a ~ e  to be called in to cover for 
absent cooks and assistant cooks. (includes assistant cooks 
called in for cooks). 
Five hour food serve helpers will receive 2 bus call in pay for 
the above situations. Three hour food service helpers, when 
called in to cover absent 5 hour food service helpers, do not 
receive call in pay. Call in is by rotation based on seniority at 
each location. 
Substitutes will be called in to cover for absent 3 hour food 
service helpers. 
This agreement serves as settlement of CSEA grievance 
dated 12/6/95. 
For Union 
- 
For Administration 
settU212 1/96 
(Original signatures on file) 
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SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS 
Niagara Falls, New York 
TO: All Cleaners DATE: October 1 5,1996 
FROM: Thomas A. lnsana SUBJECT: Promotions 
Human Resources Ofice 
The method of selection for promotion from Cleaner to Porter 
will no longer be strictly by seniority. The reason for this is to pro- 
mote staff who have engaged in educational and work activities 
which prepare them for promotions within the District. This is en- 
couraged by Board of Education policy, the administration of the 
school system, a d  the CSEA Union. 
baj 
Copy: Mr. Carmen Grant0 
Mr. Robert Anderson 
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NIAGARA FALLS CKTY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK 
This is a Memorandum of Agreement between the Niagara Falls 
Board of Education and the CSEA Bargaining Unit and korpo- 
rates the attached document to specify the relationship between the 
District's maintenance staffand Honeywell in terms of the watranty 
periods for equipment and materials installed. The term District 
therein refers to maintenance staff represented by the CSEA Unit. 
FOR THE BOARD OF EDUCATION: 
v 10/29/96 
Signed Date 
FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION: 
-= 
Signed Date 
(Original signatures on file) 
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Home and Building Contrds, Inc. 
Niagara Falls City School District F~eld Offce 
1170 E l m d  Avenue 
Niagara Falls New York 14301 
716 278M)(U Tel 
716 278-0005 Fax 
Warranty Periods and Procedures 
Windows are warrauted for a period of ten years to be free from 
manufactwtr defects. Litex will fix or replace any defective parts 
for the first year. Litex will supply the parts and technical support 
after the first year throughout out the remainder of the warranty 
period. 
Warranty Periods 
Begins as soon as the district accepts substantial completion of the 
building. Wananty card will contain this infomation and numbers 
to call. Wananty shall start the day that the district signs off on the 
windows. The estimated dates arc: 
Procedure 
During the first year, whenever a warranty repair is needed, the 
maintenance supervisor is to bring it to the attention of Honeywell's 
Technical Resource Manager (TRM). The TRM will contact Litex 
for wananty service. 
After the first year the district's maintenance supervisor shall con- 
tact Litex directly and anange for the wamanty repairs. The TRM 
will assist the maintenance supervisor in any way possible. 
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The lighting fmtures are w m t e d  for a period of one year. 'The 
lamps are wananted for a period of one year. The ballasts are war- 
ranted for five years. 
Wamnty Period 
The lighting fmtures w m t y  started on July 1, 1996 (and ends on 
June 30, 1997. 
The lamps warranty started on July 1, 1996 and ends on June 30, 
1997. 
The ballast wananty starts on the date stamped on the ballast and 
ends five years afterward. 
Procedure 
If the lighting fixhue needs warranty work the district is to replace 
the fixture and return the defective fmture to the manufacture for 
replacement. 
If the lamps need to be replaced because of a wananty issue the 
district is to replace the tamp out of the shelf stock. The shelf stock 
has been provided to cover the w m t y  repairs. The school district 
is responsible to properly dispose of the defective lamp. 
If the ballast is defective the district is to replace the ballast out of 
shelf stock. Save the defective ballasts until a sufficient quantity has 
been collected to return to the manufacturer. The district shaft fill 
out the manufacture's forms and ship the ballast back to the manu- 
facturer. The manufacturer shall ship back new ballasts and check 
to cover labor.  he labor rate is predetermined by the manufacturer. 
Complete details an: forth coming from CONECO. 
Thermostats, traps, valves and other items to be listed in the final 
project documentation carry a one year parts and labor wananty. 
Wamnty Period 
The warranty starts on the day that the district accepts substantial 
completion and continues for one calendar year. Estimated sign off 
date by the district is November 1, 1996*. This would make the 
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warranty period November 1,1996* to October 3 1, 1997. 
Procedure 
The district's maintenance shall perform warranty repairs. Honey- 
well will provide shelf stock of thermostats, traps and valves parts. 
The flush valve retrofit kits are warranted for a one calendar year 
period. 
Warranty Period 
The warranty period started July 1, 1996 and ends on June 30, 1997. 
Procedure 
Honeywell will provide the district with a small quantity of replace- 
ment retrofit kits. If a flush valve needs repair the district shall re- 
place the kit and return the defective kit to Honeywell. Honeywell 
will assist the district in returning the kits to the manufactuFcr for 
replacement. 
Boilets and Suppoft Equipmsnt 
The boilers and all associated equipment and controls installed un- 
der the original performance contract have an one year warranty. 
Warranty Period 
The warranty period for the boilers and associated support equip- 
ment starts the day the district accepts substantial completion and 
ones for ooe calendar year. It is expected that the district will sign 
off on the boilers no later than November 15, 1996*. Therefore the 
warmnty period would be from November 15,1996* to 
November 14. 1997. 
Procedure 
Warranty repairs will be handled in the following mmer: 
All routine repairs shall be dirtcted through the TRM. The TRM 
will contact proper company for repairs. All emergency repairs 
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shall be handled by calling a twenty-four hour toll-free number. 
John W. Danforth shall speak with the caller and determine if call is 
a wananty item. If the problem dictates an immediate response, 
John W. Danforth will immediately dispatch a qualified service 
technician. 
Additional Service 
John W. Danforth has agreed with Honeywell and the District to 
provide start up for the second year of operation. This will be per- 
foxmed with selected dislrict personnel observing and assistmg. 
SIGN OFF 
The undersign agree to the above wananty periods and conditions. 
CSEA Union Representative Niagara Falls Cily School District 
* - Tentative date based on current constnrction schedule. 
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